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PREFACE 
In 1870 Peru was at the height of railway fever. That year three 
~itherto lackine elements for railroad development, funds, demand, and oppo~ 
~nity, came to fruition. The guano deposits supplied the funds, si~aneotu 
railroad construction in the United States, Europe, and Chile provided the 
emand, and the appearance of Henry Heiggs furnished an opportunity. The 
purpose of this study is to penetrate the railw'ay fever of Peru, focusing on 
~he story of the construction of her transandine railroad, the Central Rail-
~ay, as reflected in the 1870-1875 company letters which are usually referrec 
~o as the 1t~1eiggs Papers •. " 
A superficial review of the physical, social, political, and econo-
pic geography of Peru will be given in order to more fully appreciate the 
~ecessity and magnificence of the Central Railway. It will be noted that thE 
:1tudy is primarily dependent on English sources because the 11eiggs Papers" 
uhe original documents on which this study is based, were ninety-five per 
~ent En«lish. Many other contemporary sources, both Spanish and English, 
~ere consulted. However, these dealt mainly vTith the guano question, the 
Pinancial difficulties of the Peruvian government, and the ~[eiggs organiza1ib: 
~ a whole. The present study concerns only the story of the construction of 
he Central Railway IlS reflected in the 1870-1875 Meiggs Papers., 
The Meiggs Papers consist of approximately fifteen letter-books, 
~ifteen cash books, bundles of oanceled checks, bundles of papers, plans, 
estimonials, contracts, letters, and various other business papers of the 
[eiB'go company in Peru. The letter-books are bound, numbered, tissue sheets 
~angine from five hundred to seven hundred fifty pages each, with a total of' 
~pproximately seven thousand pages on which hectograph copies of the origina 
iv 
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I ~etters issued from the home-office at Lima were transferred. They include 
letters sent within the company itself, and others to foreign agents, to per 
~ons requesting employment, to the relatives of the worke~ and to othera. 
~e fifteen letter bundles, measuring in bulk, approximately fifty inches, 
contain orie-inal letters to the IJima office, SOMe from l'Ti thin the company, 
~ome from within Peru, and many from outside the countr,r. In some cases it 
was possible to pair the incoming letters with the outgoing replies. 
A good number of the origil'lal letters bear notes of Henr,r Heigga' 0 
his brother, John G. 11eiges, indicating in what manner a reply was to be wrH-
ten. -}lhese replies were written by James B. Sherman, iiilliam M. :Bush, Cha_ 
Rand, and John A. Horn and possibly others who were clerks, accountants and 
Becret~ries in the Lima office. Evidently the destina~ion and type of lette~ 
determined into which book it was transferred. There was no specific organi 
~ation other than chronology. Hany of the books contained pages for an alpha ~ 
~tical index before the numbered tissue sheets, but these were not always 
~ed. Those that were, gave only the pages on which copies to that party 
pould be found. 1~e filing of the incoming letters seemed to be no better. 
~~ter having been answered and marked as such, they were folded without thei~ 
~nvelopes to approximately nine by four inches and identified as to writer 
~nd date, and stacked in piles with other letters received the same year fro 
pthers whose last names began with the same initial. There seemed to be no 
~istinction made between letters from compani employees, foreign and domesti 
peents, relatives and friends, or persons requesting employment and f'inancia 
p.elp. 
The if,eiggs rapers owe their preservation to the foresight of Carlol-
Iorsfall ~;atson, a member of the Chilean comMercial house of Uatson and 
1.11. letter "Tri tten rri th a carbonized (?) ink i.as placed under a 
ampened sheet of the letter-book. A light pressure was then applied and a 
ninute amount of the ink was thus transferred to the unders ide of the tissue 
heot. The transfer, read from the uppersido, was a duplication of the 
)riginal letter. 
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Meiggs2 in Valparaiso. He later became general superintendent of the com-
pany 1rhen John G. r.~eiecs, departine from Peru in December, 1875, vacated the 
position. Subsequently 'latson beca.me president of the directorate set·-up to 
finioh the railroad contracts at the death of Meiges. It is presuMed that 
at this time 1Tatson ordered the collection and preservation of the Heiggs 
business papers because the papers are also referred to as the "Archivo Don 
Carlos ~1atson.1t Unfortunately there is a pauei ty of letter-books. Many of 
them, no doubt, were lost or destroyed during the subsequent histor,y of the 
!.1eiggs conpany and of Peru-the financial collapse, the 1{ar of the Pacific, 
and the occupation qy Chile. In 1890 the Feruvian Corporation, an ~nelish, 
later, Canadian, enterprise organized to bailout European bondholders and 
salvaee the wreck of Per~vian finances, took over most of the railroads of 
the nation. The Peruvian Corporation presently possess the Meiggs I'apers. 
Appreciation is due the many "rho have aided me in this study. I 
aM deeply eratefUl to Dr. Paul S. Lietz who introduced me to South l~erican 
histor,y in the fall of 1960, to Reverend Francis X. Grollig, 5.J., Ph.D. who 
introduced me to Peru as a partiCipant in the 1961 Loyola University Summer 
Study Program in Lima, in conjunction with the Pontifical Catholic Universi1r 
of Peru; and to Dr. Paul Kinier,y who introduced me to historical research. 
The topic was undertaken at the suggestion of Dr. Lietz, begun in 
his seminar in the summer of 1962, and completed under his valuabledirectioJ. 
Application was mad~ at the suggestion of Father Grollig, for a grant to do 
research in Peru. One was subsequently obtained throueb the generosity of 
Javier ITalagon, Technical Secretar,y of the Program of Grants and Fellowships 
of the Organization of American States, which enabled my return to Peru in 
July, 1963. 
In Peru the Meiggs Papers were put at my disposal qy the Peruvian 
Corporation in Lima through the kindness of 1,,.r. Cr.arles Crofton-Atkins, thel'l 
(1963) General j:Tanager of the Central Railway, and the Assistant Traffic 
2The "lreieean of ~latson and !~eiggs was a son of Henr,y. ':Tatson ana 
Heiggs functioned as Henry's Chilean agent during a great pa.rt of the perioe 
of his operations in Peru. 
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through their "Tarn hospitality and. syr:'lpathetic friendship, greatly aided me 
during the 1"!onths of rrt:y research. 
Grati tude is due Hr. H3.tt Stewart and ITr. Brian Fmrcett who cave 
me invaluable assistance through their published. 1TOrl:::s and also through 
~ersonal correspondence. 
This study Oives l':!Uch to the encouragement, enthusiasM, and inspire 
~ion of many unnaMed but not forgotten benefactors in Peru, in England, and 
~n the United States. 
I am indebted to Hrs. Palmer Anderson, friend and teacher, for her 
kindness in readincr and. critioizinr. a draft of the entire manuscript. 
Finn.lly, I thanlc r;ry husband, Paul, "rho susto.ined me durinc the 
~inal composition by his enthusiastic enoouragement, idse guidance, o.nd 
~ndurine patience. 
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CHAPTER I 
A superfioial knowledge of the physioal, sooial, politioal, and 
economio geography of Peru is sufficient to appreciate the neoessity and 
~agnifioenoe of the Central Railw~. The towering, rugged mass of the Andes 
run the length of the oountr,y, dividing it into essentially three regions, 
oreating serious transportation problems and preventing the develop~ent of 
a.ericul ture and trade.. The three regions are the ooastal area, the high 
~ountains and plateaus, and the eastern lowlands. In reality, however, eaoh 
of these broad regions is oomposed of various subregions, so that the three-
divisional soheme is a gross oversimplifioation. 
The arid ooastal region stretohes along the Pacific. Hi thin its 
narrow confines are sandy plains, green plantations, and brown, barren foot-
hills. Although the region is in the tropical zone, its olimate is tempered 
by the Peru Current. Uesterly winds blowing across this cold ocean current 
become 0001 and reduoe the heat of the ooast. Their mOisture, absorbed in 
the warmer air ovor the land, produoes no rain, but causes heavy mists and 
fogs, whioh hang over the coast like an umbrella for several months of the 
lYear. Nevertheless, ootton and sugar cane flourish in rare oases, ll'atered 
by irrigation and the few streams fed by the melting snows and the rains of 
the mountains. 
On the eastern side of Peru is found the "highlt jungle of dense 
forests of valuable hardwoods, and the "lown jungle of various fruits and 
vegetables. The climate, in the degree of descent ranges from semitropical 
to tropical. These lowlands are largely undeve~ped, very sparoely popu.late~ 
and only partially explored. 
1 
---
2 
Betll"een her east and west borders, the topography of Peru is, of 
pourse, extremely irregular, due to the Andes whose two major ranges, the 
pordillera Ocoidental and the Cordillera Oriental, run in a northwest-south-
east direction. However, there are many ranges which depart from the normal 
trend to cross diagonally from southwest to northeast. These various ramifi 
cations of the two major ranges make the inter-range lands a confusion of 
mountain and plateau, inclosing numerous basins wherein have developed most 
~f the towns of the sierra. Large areas have a surface of centle relief, 
~ighly favorable to agriculture. The kintis of crops which are produced, coI'l ~ 
iiheat, potatoes, and other vegetables, are determined by al ti tude. The lfest 
~rnmost rim of the cordillera whioh overlooks the Pacific coast forma the 
Continental Divide. It is from this great western range that most of the 
1 ~inera1 wealth has come. 
Despite the factors of geography, Peru possesses incalculablewea1t 
n natural resources. The rugged nature of the terrain has been a constant 
~andicap to mechanization and transportation, retarding the development of 
~hese immense resources. Development, a dream with amazing possibilities, 
w-as waiting for capital, a greater labor supply, and better means of trans-
porta t ion. 2 
One of Peru's natural resources, the Mining industry, had been 
~rrested and had fallen into disuse during the wars of independence and the 
Po11owing years. Little had been done to rem?dy this situation, and others 
ike it, because of the disorganized governments, the unsettled social condi 
~ions, and the corresponding poverty of the people. Sufficient knowledge, 
1 fbI' more details of the varied geography of Peru see Preston E. 
~ames, Latin America (rev. ed.; New York: The Odyssey Press, 1950), pp. 126· 
71 and Clarence F. Jones, South £\merica (New YorkS Henry Holt & Company, 
930), pp. 168-223. 
2Louis Clinton Nolan, "The Diplomatic and Commercial Relations of 
"he United States and Peru" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Duke University 
935), p. 8. 
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nterprise, and oapi tal were needed. 3 ifuereas private individuals, Peruvia 
nd foreigners, oould supply the first two, European finanoial houses were 
ary of supplying the last. In Peru seouri ty was unoertain, political tran-
uillity had not begun to exist, nor, unfortunately, had ministerial 
inteerity.4 
The social geography of Peru is almost as divided and difficult as 
ts physioal. Although the population has grolm in total numbers, the divi-
ions remain oonstant. About half or more are Indians, a third or more are 
mixture of Indian and white, "mestizos,,,5 and perhaps a tenth are white. 
A snaIl Uegro element, mainly la.borers and servants,6 and Chinese, 
nported between 1849 and 1874 for their cheap labor,7 intermingled with the 
oastal population. lJuropean immigration has been scanty as few immigrants 
ared to go to the sierras or the lowlands where they would have had to com-
ete with the prinitive living standards of the Indians. 8 Even though 
3}Tolan, 1'1'. 16-17. 
4Brian Fawcett, Railways .2! ~ Andes (London: George Allen and 
Ltd., 1963), p. 15. 
5For a discussion of the "mestizos" from the point of view of oul-
ural anthropology, with emphasis upon the mode of life, the patterns of ems 
om, and their adaptation to the natural environment and to the oultural con 
itions of the cosmopolitan ",·orld, see John Gillin, "Mestizo America," Most 
f the Horld, ed. Ralph Linton (New York: Columbia University Press, 1949), 
p. 156-211. 
6 For references to the Negro in Peru see James Ferguson King, 
'Negro Histor,r in Continental Spanish America,1t !h£. Journal of lTegro Ilisto 
[XIX (Januar,{, 1944), 1'1'. 7-23, Fernando Romero, liThe Slave Trade and the 
regro in South America," Hispanio American Historical Review, XXIV (August, 
944), pp.~358-86, 1iilbur Zelinsky, "The Uistorical fJeography of the N"egro 
opulation of Latin America," ..Th£. Journal of negro History, X:XXIV (April, 
949), 1'1'. 153-221. 
7Por the histor,r of the Chinese ooolie in Peru 
ee T{att Ste'tTart, Chinese Bondage !u ~ (Durham, N. C. : 
ress, 1951). 
88 Frank Tannenbaum, llhither Latin A.mer 
• 
during this period 
Duke University 
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isolated by the poor communications, they would have been almost independent 
of the Peruvian authori ty.c9 Since foreign interests, American, 3ri tish, and 
others, have been attracted by Peru's unexploited natural resources, their 
people fOrM a portion of her population. 
Beine the Meeting place and battleground of Creole ideals and 
Spanish ideas, Peru's political transition from a colonial society to a 
~odern state was a long and perilous one. Her early years were a succession 
of dictatorships made inevitable by the comrlete lack of political conscious 
ness of the masses and the tradition of autocratic government of the ruling 
minority. In addition, the mountain regions and the eastern lowlands have 
peen so isolated from one another and from the coast that the people have 
plunc to their local leaders instead of Growing into a closely united nation 
~ese factors among others account for the great aMount of personalisM and 
personalities rather than parties that ruled politics in the Nineteenth 
Pentury.10 
The personalities were found in the "caudillos ,It strong military 
caders of the battles for independence. The best of them aided progress b,y 
eoping peace and order and by encouraging trade and agriculture. The worst 
of thorn involved the country in bloo~ wars, civil and foreign, and squan-
iered the nation's men, wealth, and power. The caudillos' great numbers, 
~he exaggerated esteem with which they were regarded, and their constant 
readineso to test everything by an appeal to arms, explain vThy they were 
~ble to hold power for almost half a century. These militantly ambitious 
30ldiers desired to use political office to gain personal wealth in the few 
rears before others, more ambitious than they, might revolt successfully and 
~ain office. This succession of power-hungry generals, their endless plot-
~inc and counter-plotting, and the brief intervals of peace vThile warring 
q 
-'\(att 8tewa:M, He~ lieiggs, Yankee Pizarro (Durham, n.c.: Duke ~nivers i ty Trese, 1946), p. • 
lONolan, pp. 21-22. 
5 
forces regrouped, plus Many foreign disturbances, gave Peru a calamitous 
beginning as a self-governing nation and daMaged the hesitantly developing 
11 
economy. 
In the Middle of the Nineteenth Century the economy of I'eru, and 
subsequently her security, had been given iMpetus by the exploitation of 
the rediscovered guano deposito, the droppings of sea-birds rich in ferti-
lizing mineral. For unreckoned centuries millions of pelicans, cormorants, 
and gannets had been feeding from the abundant fioh of the co~stal waters 
and dropping their excrement upon the uninhabited offshore islands. Undis-
turbed by rain, this bird dung had accumulated in vast mounds. Lone before 
the arrival of the Spaniards, the Indians had collected the manure, carr,yins 
it on their backs to the terraces cut into the high mountains. Obsessed by 
the quick profit from silver mines, the Spaniards paid no attention to guanc 
nor did the Peruvians in the first turbulent years of the republic. Not un-
til the early 1840' s when it ;'Tas learned that this bird manure was rich in 
nitrogen did the Peruvian government, with uncontested control over the 
islands, declare the guano industr,r a national monopoly.12 
llA traditional and superficial view of nineteenth Century Peru. 
For a fuller view of the "caudillos" see R. J. Owen, ~ (London' Oxford 
University Press, 1963), 1'1'. 39-41J Cha.rles E. Chapman, "The lige of the 
Caudillos: A Chapter in Hispanic ,American History,tt Hispanic American 
Historical Review, XII (August, 1932), 1'1'. 281-300, R. A. rumphreys, "Latin 
America. The Caudillo Tradition," Soldiers and Governments. Uine Studies 
E2. Civil-llilitary Relations, ed. Michael Howard (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1959), 1'1'. 151-165. 
12See ~alliarn Jefferson Dennis, Tacna and Arica. An Account of 
tlie Chile-~ J30undar;r Dispute ~ .2! the_ Arbitrations E;z:, the Uni ted G~tee 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 193IT, 1'1'. 26-83 for a sunrnar,r of the 
diplomatic effects of the exportation of guano and the role guano ha.d in thE 
subsequellt :'Tar of the Pacific. Also see It. E. Coker, "Peru"s ~;eal th Pro-
ducil1t~ Eirclo," The National Geographic Magazine, X.XXVII (June, 1920), 
1'1'. 537-66 for an illustrated account of the guano birds. 
---
6 
At first the guano iras e:x.'"})orted on a connission b..'1sis, but in 1847 
this tracle shifted to consi[,7l'"'1Emt, that is, to eOveI"llI'Tlent retention of title 
mtil the final sale. Durine the grea.ter part of the !Tineteenth Gentu~, 
consiennent sale .. Tas the nomal method of conducting international trade 
since slow' transport and oommunioations nade any knowledee of sales condi tia: B 
in distant narkets highly uncertain. The Peruvian governnent thought that 
in this nann~r it could enjoy advantages of both risk-taking profits and 
nonopolistic prices. Therefore, it awarded consignnent contracts toexclUBi~e 
count~J sales aeents upon the consignee's payment of large interest-beQ~ing 
cash advances. The consignee •• ould arrange for loadinG', ship charter, sto,t-
ace, and final sale, in return for a two or three per cent cont'iss ion on 
costs and a further connission on gross sales proceeds. It was aereed that 
t}'e consignee pronate the government's interest, yet the terms of the con-
tract made it more profitable for him to oppose it, and in many cases he did 
In the twenty years that consignment was followed, there was increasing 
~blic resentment toward the system. The government could do nothing tostO} 
the abuses as there were expanding financial needs dependent upon the con-
signees' advances. Therefore the eovernment profited little fron the buanees 
though the gains of th0 consignees-Peruvians by preference--1,rere often 
13 great. 
The years between 1861 and 1875 saw the naximun development of the 
guano trade. However, so large a part of the income from this source was 
swallowed by the interest of the constantly mounting public debt and by the 
~arious financial manipulations that characterized the complicated relations 
ibetl'Teen the government and the consignees that the public treasu~ was 
phronically depleted. Deficits actually began to appear after 1861. IIeavy 
p:x::pondi tu.rc~, both of an ordina~ and an onergency nature, lTere the rule, 
l3stewart, :po 266; Jonathan V. Levin, The Export Econo~ies, Their 
rattern 2! Developmellt in Historioal Pers:pective"Tcambridge, Tfu.ss.: Harvard 
Tniversity Press, 1960), pp. 65-13. Part I of this 1-,ork gives a l{ell doou-
~ented account of guano as an export economy. 
7 
while sources of income other than guano were neglected. The critical con-
dition from 1864 to 1868 was aggravated Qy a state of war with Spain and Qy 
internal disturbances. The accrumulated deficit mounted and the net income 
from guano sales was practically absorbed Qy the debt charges. 
At this time dissatisfaction with the consignment policies became 
so acute that they were discontinued and a commission was sent to Europe to 
make more satisfactory arranger.lents. :By "satisfactory arrangements" was 
meant a contract whose proceeds would satist.y the interest of the foreign 
debt (all based on a pledge of the guano revenue) and at the sare time 
guarantee a free portion for the pressing needs of the home administration. 
The negotiations of 1868 and 1869 resulted in the making of a contract with 
the firnJ of Dreyfus Brothers and Company of Paris, which was approved in 
1869 by the Peruvian Congress. :By the contract the Dreyfus Brothers obtainec 
a monopoly of the sale of guano in all parts of the world except }Torth Ameri( a 
and were appointed fiscal agents of the Peruvian government abroad, inretu~ 
for assuming the interest of previous loans, the settlement of the outstand-
ing accounts with the consignees who had made advances to the government. 
In addition, the Dreyfus Brothers were to make a regular monthly payment of 
700,000 soles14 to the government for its current needs. 15 Had this contract 
been carried out without complications which were later encountered" it is 
possible that Peru would have regained financial stabilitye However,. the 
contract' s advantages were nullified Qy later developments which plunged Pert 
into an overburdening debt. 16 
14The Peruvian !tsol" which consists of one hundred "centavos ,It or 
ten n rea1es, It was worth betifeen 1862 and 1875 slightly less than the America] 
dollar and about one-fifth of the English pound sterling. See Stewart,p. 6( 
and 1,~cQueen (below, note 16), p. 94. 
l5See Stewart, pp. 266-268 and Levin, pp. 98-99 for a fuller 
description of the 1869 D~eyfus Brothers contract. 
16Charles A. r·~cQueen, Peruvian Public Finance, U.S. Dept. of 60m-
~erce Trade Promotion Series No. 30 (vTashington: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1926), pp. 6-7. 
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In 1868 Peru was an adolescent nation with her national resources 
still larrrely untapped and her liberty loving people just emerging from a 
state of almost ohronic politioal turmoil. President Balta, then assuming 
office, desired to find some way of eliminating internal strife and of devel 
oping the industries of the country. lIe thus enbarked the countr,r on a 
igantio plan of publio works which almost exclusively meant railroad con-
The building of railroads not only would give ocoupation to many 
people and stimulate general business, but would furnish the communication 
ch needed to encourage the development of agriculture and mining.11 
It was believed that adequate transportation to the interior, for 
to the Central Peruvian Department of Junin over the ramparts ofth 
des east of Lima, would build tho economy. The Department of Junin con-
ained diverse elements of prosperity: mineral-wealthy mountain ranges to 
he north, tropically lush lowlands to the east, and agriculturally rich 
lateaus and valleys to the south. }~nuel Pardo, an economist and later 
esident of Peru, in his "Studies Conoerning the Province of Jauja,,18 
dvanced arguments for railroad transportation from the capital to the 
interior vThioh 'torere the embodiment of practically all railroad-building 
iscussions during the third quarter of the Nineteenth Century. IJardo state 
s an example that the agriculturally rioh valleys produced cereals of exoel 
ent quality and could produoe enough to supply muoh of the country if the 
ransportation neoessar,r for shipment of the exoess produce lrere available. 
'ailroads to the interior would also have moral results in giving mobility 
nd material betterment to the Indians by increasing their oivilization 
hrough contact with the outside world. Pardo believed that such contact, a 
rime requisite in the promotion of mining, agrioulture, and trade, alsowou 
id in the oolonization of the lowland zone near Junin. 19 
11MoQueen, p. 1J Nolan, p. 48. 
18 Estudios sobre ~ Provincia. ~ Jauja (Lima, 1862), 65pp. The 
uthor was President of Peru in the years 1812-1816. 
191'!anue1 Pardo as ouoted in S 
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The material wealth embodied in the guano exportation, although 
heavily pledged to the p~ment of past indebtedness without oontemplation of 
the possibility of exhaustion of deposits and without oonsideration of con-
servation of the birds, was thought ample to build the greatly desired public 
works. Actually in control of a plutocracy, the theoretioally constitutions' 
and republican government had as its primar,y aim the aoquisition of more 
wealth. The plutooraoy had few soruples as to the method of aoquisition and 
saw the opportunity in rioh publio works oontraots. Many people with 
integrity believed seriously that the oonstruction of railroads would bring 
well-being to the masses and would militate against oontinuous overturns in 
20 governMent. They thought that a railroad to the interior would have 
political and 4Ygienio results also. Being in the center of Peru, the 
Department"}f Junin had a strategic value with regard to the national struo-
ture and the mobilization of the armies. Junin also had muoh manpower for 
the armies and adequate produoe to feed them. Hygienioally the area had a 
climate favorable to those reouperating from oonsumption and dysenter,y.2l 
There had been roads since the time of the Incas, who had surpris-
ingly good ones, despite their narrowness, having been built for Indian run-
ners and transportation of freight by llamas. iTith her gro1ring commerce and 
population, her rich mineral deposits and agricultural advantages, her 
national vanity and the requirements for progress, Peru demanded something 
to supersede the mule and llama in the development of her vast resources, 
~hich must otherwise lie dormant within the iron embrace of the Andean chain 
It was reasoned that with her unique geographical situation it would oost 
little more to widen the ancient foot-tracks of the Incas for the modern iro 
Itracks of the rail:t'oads, than to widen the,m for horses, carts, and wagons. 
~sides, her neighbor and so~etimes rival, Chile, had railroads. Short 
profitable lines had already been built l'rithin the environs of I,ima. 22 So 
20Stewart, pp. 78·,79. 21rlanuel Pardo as quoted in Stewart, p. 74 
22In the l850's a. nine mile railroad was built from Callao to Lima 
Thich 1W,S later extended another ('~ ...,.1-+' miles to Chorrillos, a suburb of Lima 
See belolT. Chanter IV. 
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why not succumb, it was argued, to the railway fever that was already preva-
lent in many other countries. Previously, railroad development, though 
required, had lacked :funds, demand, and opportunity. Presently the guano 
exportation supplied the :funds, simultaneous railroad construction in the 
United States, Durope, and Chile, among ot"cer reasons, provided the demand, 
and in 1868 came the opportunity.23 
The idea of a railroad vrhich "I'Tou1d unite the coast and loima vTi th 
the Department of Junin had been seriously discussed for almost twenty yea~ 
and by 1868 the route of the railroad already had been decided and surveyed. 
This route followed the precipitous Rimac River canyon from the l)acific 
directly into and over the central range of the Andes and down twenty-five 
miles to Oroya, squeezed into the basin of the Mantaro River. Oroya, at 
twelve thousand feet above the sea, was recognized as an important location 
for the continuation of lines in three directions: northward eighty miles 
follovJi21G the I'antaro through a series of intermontane basins to its source 
and the mining district of Cerro de Pasco (15,000 feet), eastward thirty 
miles into the semitropical agricultural region about Tarma, on the edge of 
the eastern lowlands; and southward eighty miles following the 11~antaro down-
stream to Huancayo, situated in a large basin some forty miles long b.1 ten 
wide at about eleven thousand feet above sea level. Two other river canyons 
had been considered as possible routes to the interior: the Chancay, fDwi~ 
into the Pacific about thirty miles north of Lima; and the Illrin, about 
twenty miles south. The Chancay route would bring the important mining dis-
trict of Cerro de Pasco nearer the coast but would necessitate sacrificing 
the other rich districts to the south. The southern route, follouing the 
valley of the Lurin, would terminate at Oroya but "TOuld necessitate the con-
struction of the railroad on the very peak of the central Andean range.24 
23 Fawcett, 1'. 23, Nola.n, p. 45; J. T. Meagher, itA Railroad Above 
the Clouds ,It The Lakeside 1,fonthly, VII (April, 1872), 1'. 274. 
24Ernesto 1:1alinowski as quoted in Thonas J. Hutchinson, Tl-TO Years 
in Peru with Exploration of Its Antiquities II (IJOndon: Low, r,!ars"tOri, Low J Ie;- -:;-- .. Or7~'" - ..,L..,O - - - " 
7 ,- 7 ... 
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PreliMinary studies had been made of the various routes during the 
early years of the railway fever. Possibly these had been done hastily witn~ 
out adequate kllowledge of the terrain involved. It was a common dream to 
connect the capital with the interior. Host Peruvians acknowledged the 
importance of the Geographical position of Oroya. The physical character-
istics of any part of Peru were alien to the construction of a railroad. Al 
three possible routes had disadvantages. Perhaps a comproMise was reached 
Qy the selection of the middle route--the Rimae canyon--which was also the 
most direct and feasible for uniting the interior with the capital and its 
seaport. Hany years later, some claimed that the Rimac canyon route was 
chosen primarily because of its difficulty, th~reqy involving more profit fer 
the contractor and his abettors. 25 However, there was no assurance in 1868 
that had another route been selected there would have been ministerial 
integrity. 
Although the Oroya Railroad had been conceived and the route it 
was to follow had actuallY been surveyed, it nevertheless was a fornidable 
project requiring genius and enterprise. An individual with imagination, 
daring, and energy was needed to execute so bold a venture.. There was such 
a man in Chile, a Yankee, Henry !-!eiggs, born in Catskill, New York, in 1811. 
He had nade and lost fortunes in New York and California before moving to 
Chile26 where, with no assets other than a remarkable personality" he had 
soon built up another fortune and a reputation as a railroad builder. 27 
The Peruvian government, having experienced failure ~Ti th previous 
railroad contractors, invited Heiges to Peru. Shortly after his arrival witp. 
a skeleton oreanization in late January, 1868, he ;"as awarded a contract to 
25Gee Stet-Tart, 1'1" 269-270 for criticism and Pal'lcett, p. 214 for 
approval of the Rimac canyon route. 
26:Jee Stewart, PI" 3-41 for Heiggs's life before 1868. 
27Charles ~. :b"'lint, !'IeMories .2f. ~ Active Life (new York: G. P. 
rutnaM's Sons, 1923), p. 53. 
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bUild a line in southern Peru, from the ooast to Arequipa, slightly more tha~ 
one hundred miles inland. At the end of Hay, less than a month after the 
lValidation of the contract, nork began. 28 Under the best of conditions the 
current revenue from the guano oontraot with DreyfUs Brothers would not have 
sufficed for carrJing out Balta's ambitious plan of publio works. But one or 
the results of the loan was the immediate betterment of Ileruvian national 
credit which unfortunately inspired Peru with a spirit of optimisn leading 
to exaggerated borrowing. On January 15, 1869, Congress passed a law author I-
izing the oonstruotion of railways deened neoessary and the emission of bond~ 
~ith which to pay for them. Thus Peru began neffotiating for a spoond loan 
before the ink was soaroely dry on the firs~ and J:eiggs negotiated for nore 
railroad contracts. Simultaneously he petitioned the governnent and was 
authorized to make preliminary surveys, and in December, 1869, won the con-
tracts for the co~truction of a line from the ooast to Oroya and for the 
continuation of the Arequipa line to Puno. 29 
lw stated in the contract, the Oroya (presently called the Central ~ 
~ilroad would be constructed according to the plans and outlines approved 
~ the government in virtue of the reports from the engineers. The work 
~rould start four nonths after the contract date and be completed ldthin six 
~ears. Hateria,ls lfere to be of the best quality and lfcre to be examined 
~efore shipment by governMent inspectors. They could be introduced free of 
~uty only to the extent that they were required on the work and ti~e ffovern-
pent reserved the riffht to establish such regulations concerning them as 
~ight be deemed neoessary to prevent smuggling- The oontraotor was author-
ized to engage foreien iiorbnen. 
The government conceded to the contraoto~ ffratuitously, public 
~~ds neoessarJ for the right of way. The acquisition of private citizens' 
~ands .muld be expedited by the governr:ent but paid for by the contrn.ctor 
f1s 'Hould any danaees suffered by private persons. .~ ninerals, fossils, 
~ntiquities, and other exploitable things that night be found in the course 
28 Stewart, pp. 42-44; 100; 115. 29Ibid., pp. 86-90; 269-270. 
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of the work, should be considered property of the state and should be 
reported immediately to the government. No publio traffio could be perm~tec 
on the Callao-Lima section of the line until the monopoly of the earlier 
Callao-Lima Railway oame to an end. 
The contract provided regulations to be followed in case of altera~ 
tiona or disagreements between the government and the contractor. The latte~ 
was to guarantee the works for a period of three years after its completion 
exoept for fortuitous da~es. A deposit of the contract price should remai~ 
in the treasur,y as a guarantee of the faithful fulfillment of the contract. 
The price of the Oroya road was 3/27,600,000 payable in bonds in 
oonformity with the law of Januar,y 15, 1869. These bonds would draw six pex 
cent interest annually and have a cumulative amortization fund of two per 
cent beginning ten years after the data of emission. Emission of the bonds 
should take place in Lima, London, Paris, FTarikfort, and New York, and shoul~ 
be deposited within six months after the signing of the contract in a bank 
or commercial house of Europe or America to the mutual satisfaction ofgoven~ 
ment and contractor. The government would turn over promptly to the contrac~ 
tor bonds in payment for materials procured abroad or in the countr,y as soon 
as their purchase should be properly certified qy government inspectors. To 
care for these obligations, the government would place in a bank or commer-
cial house of Lima, within forty days, the sum of 5/7,000,000 in provisional 
bills of exchange at six per cent interest payable to the state. These bills 
could later be exchanged at par for the bonds mentioned in the contract. The 
remainder of the contractual price would be paid in monthly installments in 
the proportion whioh the oomp1eted work should bear to the entire project. 
Each six months there should be, as between governnent and contractor, a 
liquidation of the interest on the bonds. 30 
In June of 1870, the Peruvian government floated in Europe through 
the Dreyfus Brothers a second loan amounting to ~2,000,000 which was quickl~ 
30For a fuller discussion of the contract see Stewart, pp. 91-94. 
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oversubscribed. To servioe this loan, however, the governnent provided thai 
the Dreyfus Brothers should retain 300,000 of the 700,000-801 nonthly guano 
stipend of the loan of 1869, which had previously been allocated to the 
government's internal expenses. Encour~d by the successful reception 
afforded its bonds, the government decided upon a new loan to p~ for more 
railroads and some coastal irrigation works. In 1872 a third loan for an 
additional ~5,000,000 was offered through the Dreyfus house. In contrast 
to the sucoess of the 1870 issue, however, the public subscription 1ms a 
complete failure, due probably to the flotation of the larce rTench loan 
aimed at ending the German occupation after the Franco-J'russian iJar. To 
service the 1872 loan, the rest of the original 700,000 soles a month guano 
stipend was required--the principal support of the ordinarJ functions of the 
Peruvian government. The loan of 1870 was applied toward the cost of the 
railroads from the ooast to Oroya and from Arequipa to }uno while tl:at of 
1872 was to be used chiefly for the lines to be built in northern Peru. 
Beoause of the speed and efficiency with which he was completing the coast-
to-Arequipa line, because of the large technical staff and amy of laborers 
he had in operation, and possibly because of other, less honorable, reasons, 
Meiggs, by the end of 1871, was able to obtain the contracts for the con-
struction of all of these railroads. 31 
Henry Meiggs seems to have had two distinct sides to his characteI~ 
On one side he was a man who never hesitated to bend circumstances to his 
own advantage, whatever the effects upon others, and on the other side he 
was an upright, square-dealing man who honored his aereenents to the letter 
and was so considerate of each of the thousands of people working directly 
and indirectly under him that he won their sincere affection and unswerving 
loyalty. tlliatever his past record or whatever is said about his shady deals~ 
in his human actions he was a great and benevolent nan. This is indicated 
31 Levin, pp. 103-l04J MoQueen, p. 7; StelTart, pp. 101-102. 
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by many original letters in the Heiggs Papers and oonfirmed by first-hand 
aooounts of Men who worked very olose to r\~eiggs. 32 
The esteem of J·1eiggs became so widespread that he soon was asked, 
often by perfeot strangers, to join various business activities or to supply 
details (and money!) for a presentation of his life in biographical oolleo-
tions. Arnong the proposals received was one asking him to do for ColOMbia 
what he had already done for Chile and presently was doing for Peru. 
I have resolved to appeal to you, to you who, peacefully, have 
already aohieved two mighty conquests on this continent, to 
you, who before all others seem destined to wake up lithe sleep-
ing giant," to you, who have shown suoh exoeptional aptitude of 
sucoessfully struggling with exoeptional difficulties. Your 
prestige here is grea33 your advent in Colombia would, as else-where, work miracles. 
~other letter written from San Salvador to the superintendent of the Costa 
~ioan railroad for whioh Meiggs had oontraoted and turned over to his nephew 
Unor C. Keith, to oonstruct, asked the superintendent, Hilliam ~ranne, to 
!interview "lirr. }'feigge vThose very name is a kind of talisman in Railroad mat-
~ers, and tell me if he would acoept a Contraot for say 150 miles of railrow 
3.nd on what general condi tiona. • • .if Mr. l"eiggs would take the Contraot 
110 other man or set of men could secure the preference. ,,34 The Colombian 
etter was marked "Excuse delay & answer--have been in Chile &0-" and the 
:>ther from San Salvador, "file-!l2.~." 
Meiggs also reoeived a letter from the German Charge d'affaires 
rrhioh suggested exportation of Peruvian ores to Germany and thus "give 
noreased aotivity to German founderies and a seoure income to the railway 
!IDd mining undertakings in Peru.'.35 Meiggs's fame attained by his "grand 
32Fawcett, pp. 28 + 43; See also Stewart's biography of Meigge. 
33Robert IIehrhan to Heiges (Liml.), Bogota, April 12, 1871 (MP "f"). 
34 Abstract of a letter from Stanley HoNider (San Salvador) inoludec 
ith 'tIilliam :Nanne to Heiggs, San Jose, Costa Rioa, November 26, 1871 (MF Ite'~ 
35Lima , Theadore von Bunsen to Meiggs, Deoember 14, 1871 (rn' Itfll). 
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railway" to the interior and other enterprises had penetrated Vienna from 
rwhich came a proposal to enter into railroad buildine and participation in 
an American-Austrian funk. 36 It seems unlikely that J>Ieiggs entered into 
these projects because, no doubt, his time, energy, and fin...1.nces ."ere alread; T 
involved w:i.th nany other miscellaneous business activities. 37 
The Franklin Publishing Company of N'ew York approached T~eiges, 
requesting to make his engraved steel portrait for a bioern.phical 'fork they 
rwere preparing on American citizens "who prominently illustrate the eenius 
of national character, and the elastiCity and beneficence of our institution :t 
The general agent, Mr. A. C. Rogers, stated that ttyours has been an eventful 
histor.y, and your life stor,y can certainly be made most attractive reading 
natter." The cost for the engraving was $180 for the steel plate and one 
hundred impressions. 38 There is no indication that }.!eiees replied to this 
or a similar one from Switzerlan~39 but they demonstrated the wide appeal 
that 11eiggs had-so great, in fact, that he was known "from one end of the 
;Test coast & the l .. meric~ to the other, simply by his given name 'Don 
Enrique.' ,,40 
Meiges had brought with him from Chile a fe'n secretaries, drafts-
men, engineers, and others. Hi th his talent for picking officers, his 
Itempresa," enterprise, soon included a number of Peruvians and foreigners 
who believed in him, with the know-how and the flexibility of mind which 
could match the daring of his projects. These men included his brother, 
John G. Heiggs, who arrived in Peru about the end of 1869, shortly before 
36}3ernard Foges to Heiges, Vienna, August 21, 1872 (m) "htl). 
37For some of these, see stewart, pp. 225-241. 
38lToveMber 20, 1871 (1.iP IId ll ). 
39 Fron Jean Goneet of l'Histoire Generale, Geneve, 1870 (r,tp "0"). 
40 Flint, p. 53. 
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construction began on the Central Railway. Don Lnrique trusted him completE~ 
ly and made him general superintendent of the Peruvian projects. 
John G. was Henry's invaluable collaborator and actually ran the 
undertakings, leaving Henry free to deal with governrent officials, to make 
business trips to Chile and Bolivia, to go about the countr,y, and to look 
after the public relations and the political features of their business. A 
man of much business sagacity and ability, John G. was equal to his position 
and like Henr,y, was a dynamic and impressive figure. 4l His personal corre-
spondence gives a vivid conception of his personality. In one letter, John 
G. asked a friend to buy at Tiffany and Company "a splendid pair of Diamond 
Earrings and a Diamond clasp & chain" as his birthday gift for his beloved 
vrife. He enclosed a draft on Joseph S. Spinney for $5,000 and asked that 
"if it requires $1000 or $2000 nore to do the thing right, please do it, 
and I will remit the difference at once. ,,42 In another letter, he asked a 
second friend to buy him the "ver,y best ciears in !relT York. ,,43 
From all indications the family relations between Henry, John G., 
and the nany other J~eiges relatives were amicable.44 This is coni'irned in 
respect to the John G. family b,y the correspondence during 1870 between Jom 
G. and his wife's brother, Hilliam Herrick of Oswego, HelT York. In a 
Januar,y letter, Herrick congratulated John G. upon his success but stated 
tlli'1.t his pleasure .(as "greatly dampened by the thought that many long years 
r.rust elapse before we can even expect to again become a united family." He 
41Stewart, pp. 44; 109-110; 159; Fawcett, pp. 55, 152; Charles A. 
\Jetmore, IIHenr,y Heiggs in Peru," The Overland Monthly, VII (August, 1871), 
p. 182. 
42To Edward A. Jarvis (nell York), August 22, 1870 (Up 1,492-493) 
43To L. B. Cornell Cnew York), March 20, 1870 (MP 1, 84). 
44~Jee :itEnrart' s biography on Henry lfeig6S. 
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ontinued to say that he had fallen among difficult times and was "squarely 
roke ll but ":full of plucklt and rrould work things out.45 
John G. answered that it had done hiM a "heap of Good ll to hear fro 
errick and that Herrick's financial difficulty was "truly a bitter dose." 
ohn G. remarked, hOllevor, that he was himself so used to riso and fall that 
things as they came and trusted to the future. lIe enquired, "now 
:!i11iaM tell ME frankly if I can be of services to you. I an not rich, but 
x:pect to be soon. ,,46 Herrick responded, 
Your substantial ~ is fully appreciated by all-It is 
a cood thine that you are a large man, for no small body could 
hold that great big heart of yours--It must create happiness, 
where a man has the ability to carr,y out the promptings of a 
generou~7disPosi tion, and you are of the kind that Y.nOlT how to 
do it-
In a later letter he accepted the aid, stating that "$5000 "fould ease me very 
, ch--S10,000 would remove all danger, and $15,000 would make me independ-
nte,,48 John G. immediately sent him 815,000.49 
The last letter found of lUlliam Herrick to John G. expressed his 
condolences at the death of John G.'s first-born, Carolina:50 
for me to undertake to convey .2!!. paper, an expression of our 
feelings would be of no use whatever-That we do most deeply 
sympathise with you in this your hour of deep affliction, you 
already know-lie mourn the 10sB' of a dearly beloved Niece and 
Cousin, ~ ~~, and this created love, for she was a IIbright 
45From l1illiam H. Herrick (Oswego, !Te'tT York), January 31, 1870 ¢,,!P' , 
4 6To Herrick, March 13, 1870 (MP 1, 75). 
47From Herrick, April 16, 1870 (HI' 110 11 ). 
48 Prom Herrick, July 12, 1870 (MP "0"). 
49To rerrick, August 22, 1870 (MP 1,490-491). 
50John G. was the father of six children. The sixth child, a boy, 
{as born at the end of Harch, 1870, shortly after the family's arrival in Pe. 
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particular Star," but alas, she shines no more for us on earth-
If anything could add to our sorrow, it would be caused by the 
dreadful anguish of Yourself, our dear Sister r,!a.ry and you all-
Hhat a family of mourning you have, but your Daughter is in 
Heaven, and happy-M~ the great giver of all good, strengthen 
and console you in this great bereavement, is our most earnest 
p~er--We thank you for so kindly sending us extracts from the 
Lima papers. 11e thank you for everything and m~ God bless and 
prese;lZI7e you .ill. until you have fully passed the "Three Score &, 
Ten.tt:JJ. 
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From these personal letters and the many others written by John G. 
~ general superintendent of the ]i!eiggs Empresa, is adequate evidence of the 
powerful and effective figure that he was. Confirmation of his sinoerity 
fmd human understanding are found in the frank letters written in the midst 
pf his grief, informing his close friends and business associates of the 
~eath of his ohild. These letters are worthy of inclusion because they ex-
~ress his innermost feelings during this time of great emotional strain. 
To Joseph B. Hill, l!ollendo, Ootober 10, 1870 
On the 5th our darling Carrie left us for a bette~ world, 
after an illness of twelve days--Our affliction is terrible to 
bear, and I know we should have the heartfelt sympathy of your 
good wife and yourself, as you now know how the dear little ones 
twine themselves about our hearts--She was the first born, and 
lms just becoming our oompanion, as well as our dear child, and 
promised to be a great comfort to us in the future, when the great 
GodS! saw fit to add one to His flock and deprive us, and chasten 
us--It is hard to bear indeed, and much harder to believe it to 
be all for the best, but we must say God's will be donell 
(John G., Lima, I1P 1,577). 
12. ~ 1. Thorndike, Arequipa, October 10, 1870 
Our darling Carrie died on the 5th after an illness of twelve 
days, of typhoid fever. She was not considered seriously ill 
until a few days before her death-You, and your good wife sur-
rounded as you are by a large and interesting family, will know 
how hard it must be to us to lose our first born, and I feel sure 
of your heartfelt aympathy-To nv 111fe this sudden bereavenent is 
almost death. She is quite ill, but I trust God will spare me and 
all of us fror any further affliction. (John G., Lima, MP 1,583). 
5l Fron Herrick, November 17, 1870 (MF "0"). 
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12. H'atson and Meiges, Valparaiso, Ootober 1Q, 1870 
Your ZJett£!7 of the 26th reaohed me on the 6th whilst in 
great affliotion oocasioned Oy the death of our eldest daughter--
She died on the 5th after an illness of twelve days whioh illness 
we did not consider serious enough even to speak of in former 
letters-I knol'T vTe shall have the heartfelt sympathy of your good 
selves, and this ••• overpowering bereavement is somewhat softened 
Oy the fact that we are surrounded Oy sympathising friends and 
relatives. (John G., Lima, MP 1, 588). 
From the oontents of the other letters in the Heiggs Papers oan b 
deduoed the various line bosses and dootors of the work oamps, and the dome 
tic and foreign agents. Captain SaMUel F. Kissam came from New York to 
supervise 1.'feiggs' s shipping operations at Callao. Another close business 
assooiate, Mr. PAiMUnd W. Sartori, was stationed at Callao, probably running 
a supply depot or warehouse. The foreign agents included the Chilean oomme 
cial house of :latson and Heiges, and Hr. Hal ton \'T. Evans of new York who, 
with his purchasing agent, 1;ir. Joseph S. Spinney, obtained United States 
materials for the railroad construotion. There were also various purohasi 
agents and business associates in England, among whom were Hr. John Freundt 
Hr. F. 11. Solnrn.rz, Hr. James Stahl, and the oompany of Lookhart and Tozer. 
Of oourse, the Dreyfus Erothers of I~ris were closely conneoted with Peru 
and the lTeiggs Empresa during this period of guano, loans, and railroads. 
~~------------~ 
CHAPTER II 
THE CE.NTRAL RAILWAY-THE PHYSICAL SCElYE 
Few railroads have been built through terrain more stubborn than 
that traversed by the Central Railws\y of Peru, in the valley of the Rimac 
River. The river takes its rise in the mountains whose summit line is sligh~ ~ 
1y less than n"J,nety miles from the sea.- Nature has broken the inoline by 
deep depressions and sudden risings, varying the Rimao' s fall from two to 
fifteen per cent,l that is, a fall of one foot in fifty to one foot in 
slightly more than six. This steepness of the western range of the Andes-
posed serious grade problems sinoe a railroad would have to gain tremendo~ 
height within a oomparatively short distanoe. The valleys cutting into the 
main range of the mountains narrowed very quickly, leaving no room for tracla 
to turn and twist between the valley walls while gaining height on reasonablt 
grades, while the floors of the valleys, occupied by the Rimac torrent, rose 
2 too steeply to permit traoks unless raoks were used. 
Raoks are sections of notohed rails which mesh with gears in 
speoialized engines to pull a train at reduced speed up a grade whose steep-
ness is too great for steam adhesion alone. Of necessity the Rimac route 
would call for a number of rack sections, which were undesirable because of 
complexity, expense, and speed limitations. r.ttniculars, the type of cable 
railway in which the ascending and the descending oar oounterbalance eaoh 
lUutchinson, II, 66. 
2 This and the following paragraphs describing the Rimao oanyonweI'E 
written frOM the faots inoluded within Fawoett, 1'1'. 46-52. 
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other in weight, were undesirable because of the length of the proposed rail~ 
road. Cogs and inclined planes were undesirable for the same reason. 
:Because the Rimac torrent occupied the narrOif valley floor, l'!lUch 00 
the track would have to be supported on ledges cut in almost perpendicular 
rock faces along the sides. This and the many curves forseen would make the 
matter of concentrated load and gross-train weight ver,r important. Thestanc-
aTd gallgc would allow gross-train weight to be more evenly distributed. 
Therefore it was decided that a standard gauge steam adhesion railroadshoulc 
follow the Rimac up to and over the summit. However, the problem of steep 
grades remained. Horse power, train lengths, speed, and the ability to go 
up to the su~mit and come baok down again neoessitated that the grade should 
not be too steep. 
Jlfeiggs taokled this monumental task of gradients at a time when th4 
difficulties of the construction of a railroad in this area were far more 
formidable than they would be today. Behind him were the limitedexperienoe 
of tifo comparatively easy lines3 and the eltistence of three other short Hest 
Coast roads of little importanoe.4 None oould be of the slightest use as a 
guide to what might be expected in the high cordillera. 
To obtain greater length to cut dOi'm the grade of the Rimac canyoI1 
it was necessar,y to back-track into less steep lateral valleys, circling 
around to regain the former course toward the summit, sometimes traveling a~ 
extra five miles in order to gain one. However, this was not always possibla 
since the Rimac canyon was a succession of fUnnel-shaped valleys, one above 
the other, their wide mouths at the bottom of a steep slope and their ver,r 
restricted throats ending in a high step below the moutll of the next. lfithi 
the confines of each of these valleys, tracks could be laid on ledges along 
3The Valparaiso-Santiago and the Hollendo-Arequipa. lines. 
4Tte line from the Chilean seaport of Caldera fifty miles inland 
to the minine village of CopiapoJ the thirty-seven mile road bet'l-reen Arica 
and Tacna in southern Peru; and the Callao-l,ina Railway. 
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pne of the walls, well above the Rimac. But how could the steps at the 
~hroat of the valleys be climbed? There was no room for hairpin curves. 
prades could not be made .steeper than was planned, for train lengths would 
~ too short for economic operation. Racks, funiculars, cogs, and inclined 
~lanes were undesirable because of complexity, expense, andspeed limitations 
!Nowhere had a line so physically exacting been attempted. 
Meiggs succeeded in mounting the difficult steps of the fUnnel-
~haped valleys b.Y the system of zigzagging up the sides of the canyonthrougl 
~ series of short sharp angles. The train would proceed forward toward the 
~ummit as far as possible llntil stopped qy lack of room on the valley flcor 
pr the sometimes vertical cliffs of the valley. Then a switch would be 
~hrown to enable the train to back track on itself into a connecting track 
~oing backwards, but on another higher elevation. After running on this 
~rack and through another switch, the train would return to its original 
course on a still higher shelf and having gained sufficient altitude to con-
~inue, would follow the precipitous river without exceeding the planned grade 
The ziezag is sometimes called a double "V .. Sid tch: tw·o "V's" of 
track are laid out opposit.e and atop one another with one length used b.Y bot}: 
This double nVu switch resembles the letter "N" on its side ,d th each length 
on a higher shelf of the mountain. Its dravTbacks were loss of time in swi tcll 
ing, retroeressing, and tho limited train lenGths, wt~ich had to be short 
enougll to fit on the switchback. IIo'Wever, 
~fuen Treiges built the T!iddle Section of the Central, the zig-
zags 'fere long enoueh to contain in one piece anything that 
could be tied on to the tail of the little Rogers Honguls, 
and time lost :!.n awi tohing thrO"tlgr' a "double" was not r:ru.ch 
more than would be required for engaeing with a rack and 
neeotiatine the section at a speed somewhat under the usual 
speed idth adhesion alone. Horeover, in lieiggs's day rack-
adhesion operation was a novelty to ~e found only on one or 
tw-o toy mountain raihra.ys in JJurope. 
[rherefore the best erade was obtained b.Y the use of the double "V .. switch 
~nd Qy back-tracking into less steep lateral valleys, thus extending the 
5 Fawcett, 1'. 52. 
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length of the line from the less than ninety miles of the Rimac's course to 
slightly more than one hundred miles between the coast and the sumnit. Uith-
in this distance were laid seven such double "V" switches. 
L"1 order to deterMine the grade and the location of tbe subsequent 
track, it was necessary to know the exact contour of every depression and 
rise along the canyon of tho :Rimac. Howover, the Rimac's precipitouB, some-
times, vertical cliffs rendered it impossible in many places for the engi-
neers to trace the line on the surfaoe by actually l'mlkil1{\' and Moasuring the 
path that the railroad was to follow. Therefore extensive surveys with leve 
lines running up the various walls of the canyon were Made, and atopograph~ 
cal map, in contour lines two and one-half and five meters apart, was care-
fully constructed, on which the general course of the line was projected. 6 
Crews were sent throughout the whole length of the route, up to 
and over the summit, and beyond to Oroya, to survey, measuring every wrinkle 
of the terrain so that an accurate topographical map could be constructed 
from which the chief engineers would decide the best and least costly route. 
One can imagine each funnel-shaped vall~y dotted with men, teaMS of survey on 
with the transit men at one point and their companions with the stadia rod 
at another, measuring the line between them for its horizontal and vertical 
distance. ~ley, no doubt, proceeded by setting up a base-line on level 
ground which could be easily and accurately measured physically with chains 
or steel rods (Brown and Sharp's, United States Standard). wben the base-
line had been established, checked, and double-checked, the men would survey 
their way, station by station, in slowly Graduated steps up the sides of the 
canyon to obtain numerous readings for establishing contour lines. All the 
findines, readines, and nathematics of the first enGineer would be checked 
and double-checked by a second and third so that if there Irere any mistakes, 
6The facts 1';hich are embodied in this and the folloi'line paragraphs 
describinc the surveying of the route were cleaned from an article on the 
Central Haill-ray uhich 1ms published in The l~neineerinti and Minine Journal, 
XXVI (December 21, 1878), pp. 435-36. Hereafter this artiole will be 
referred to as "E&r~J. II 
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could be corrected b,y back-tracking until the error was discovered, or 
a return to the accurate base-line. This information would betransferre 
o those naking the topographical naps which were subsequently studied to 
ecide the approxinate location of the track. Next, orders specitying the 
roposed line would be issued to the line engineers who would againascertai 
r "locate" the approximate route to make doubly sure a track oould be laid 
So stubborn was the terrain that at least fifteen niles had to be 
ahead of the grading crews lest some new obstruction be net that 
neoessitate a new location, oommenoing many miles baok on the line. 
Coming from allover Europe and Amerioa, the engineers used their 
familiar surveying instruments. Theodolites, transits, tachymeters, 
lane-tables with stadia telescopes, and levels of various makes were used, 
enoh, English, and Amerioan. Gurley, of Troy, New York, and Stookpole of 
ew York City, supplied the greater number of the American instruments. The 
nstruments oould accurately survey only a oertain distance at certain angles 
rom a level position. The rooky slope of the oanyons rising at angles of 
orty-five to seventy-five degrees,made it neoessar,r to resort to triangu-
a great number of :plaoes in order to "carr,y the line" past insur-
obstaoles. Triai~lation is the method b,y which any inaccessible 
rea can be measured by taking linear and angular neasure~ents of nearb,y 
ccessible terrain from which mathenatical deductions are made of the dimen-
ions of the area not actually surveyed. The name of this method probably 
rises fron the series of triangles mathematically plotted around the inac-
essible area whose dimensions are deduced from the relationship between it 
the triangles, whioh represent acoessible survey readings, surrounding 
Triangulation was used successfully in a number of places especially in 
ifficult portions of the route where the use of the surveying instruments 
altogether too unreliable and inaocurate because of the intense slope of 
walls of the canyon and where the physical narking off of the distance 
rods was impossible from the nature of the ground. Eve 
located b,y triangulation, simultaneously worked from both ends 
different teams of surveyors having a cornnon base-line to insure accuracy 
e triangulation, an was ever,r part of the ,-Tork performed 
~------------------------------------~ 
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was verified before the actual work of construction was begun; and as proof 
of the extraordinary accuraqy attained, in the many tunnels there were no 
orrors in alignMent of more than a few inches. 
It frequently happened that stations, the pooiticins from "Thich 
surveying observations were performed, had to be made in the face of the 
cliffs at points reached only b.1 lowering the engineers and their instru-
ments over the precipice by a rope. Days and even weeks were spent inblas~ 
ing out a "footing" for such a station, and in constructing in the face ofa 
cliff a road b.Y whioh the station could be reached, even though this might 
be merely a ladder-way bolted onto the oliff's side. 
Two letters written b.1 the brother of Henry neiggs, John G., dur-
ing the preliminary Central surveys indioate the stubbornness of theterrai~ 
He said, ItThorndyke has not yet returned. He must be having hard times as 
it has been an ai\"ful winter in the Hountains Juan nesa returned, too much 
'Soroohi' /mountain or altitude sickness! he left Dike camped in four feet 
of snow. 1f7 A week later he wrote, "Thorndike arrived yesterday!! He has 
had a rough time of it, and says he never saw such a country. He Examined 
Sacis & Garcias proposed road going up, which he thinks impracticable, and 
returned by Backus road which is full as bad. The fact is, this is an awf'u 
road to make the best of it_1t8 
The finished railroad is a tribute to J,reiggs and his many enei"", 
neers, despite the lack of competent eneineers throughout the early years oj 
the construction of the Central. This was one of the many difficulties of 
John G., who supervised it, running the Lima office while Henry was else-
where. In desperation he 1vrote to the boss on the southern line' "You Sa::! 
you are short of Engineers please take]1l of mineI! You may be able to d( 
something with them, but I tell you beforehand God Almighty has done but 
little. Seriously, ~[e must have some good Engineers. Hhen Don Enrique 
7To Joseph :B. Hill (Mo11endo), I.ima, Harch 12, 1870 (l\.U' 1, 64a). 
8To Hill, l!arch 20, 1870 (HP 1, 81). 
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~rrives I shall insist on it, and if he ~esn't7 approve MY sending to New 
l'iork, I sr.all.2:2..li nevertheless. n9 The next day ip. writing to Don Enrique 
fin Santiago, John G. complained of the engineer who lras moving too slowly at 
pan lledro, and had not yet sent in the profile of the contours from which th 
~opoeraphical nap could be prepared. The engineer promised, but John G. 
~a!!lented, "Oh! for some live Thlgineersll_ulO 
Fortunately John G. did acquire some live engineers during the 
pourse of the construction of the Central. But even these, in locating the 
~ine had a difficult time in keeping ahead of the other crews who were level 
ing the barriers, making fills and cuts and piercine tunnels in preparation 
T'or those who would put d01ffl ties and lay rails. This is indicated by the 
correspondence of the boss of one of the labor CaMPS on the Oroya line, a J • 
...,. ~;etnore '\The,"\d th his crew, was employed in prepa.ring the grade of tbe 
trans-summit section. In Januar,y of 1872 the camp was at Pachachaca, on the 
vauli River, about fourteen miles from Oroya, working westward up to the 
summit. 
In a letter directed to John G. at Lima, apparently written in his 
own han~ with his unique grammar, orthography, and punctuation, he compli-
mented the engineering party headed by T~artin Van 13rocklin. "They are anumbr 
one men and hard workers but have a tite time to Keep out of MY way on those 
plains they have been several times across the 3umet looking out for a pass 
~o cet over vri th the road. the line has been run to Tauli there they must 
pone to a stand still untill they know whicl: raut they take to croso."ll At 
~he same time ~ietmore wrote a letter to ,([illiam R. Cilley in the Lima office 
~iving a report of his 01ffl leveling progress and a ful·ler complimentar,y 
~ccount of Van Erocklin and his party. 
9To John L. Thorndike (1,~ollendo), Hay 10, 1870 (Try 1, 224a). 
10nay 11, 1870 (liP 1, 236). 
11 Januar,y 31, 1872 (~~ 750, 91)~ 
Every thing here is going ahead lovley 1500 men at work I 
am running over the Pachachaca plains a good rait I will make 
a eood show this month if rain lets me alone, and you can tell 
Sweet for me that Van Brocklin and his party are an'Omber one 
boys regular workers from morning until night and I am sure 
they have saved the Em~ssa some S/12,000 in Section 14 K 
and 16 K from Manning rofi!!? •• and if they dont find out 
where they will cross the Summit soon, I "I'7ill be on top of them 
at Yauli and they must know at Yauli which rgught th~~y take 
before they can start from there Il~ill be at Yauli within 5 
weeks so look sharp for the Summit. 
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Van Brocklin and his party did find a route over the summit, one, 
~owever, whic~ necessitated boring a tunnel nearly three-fourths of a mile 
long throueh a conical peak. 13 This "I'ffiS built simultaneously from both ends 
First a drift, about six feet b,y eight was driven into the top of the pro-
jected openine,14 bored for a distance of about one hundred feet b,y hand-
tooling,15 from rrhich the entire crown was opened. The lower portion of the 
tunnel was subsequently bored out in levels until a thirteen ~J eiehteenfooi 
bore had been made. TIlasting holes were chiselled out of the hard and tough 
rock with BurleiGh rock drills and diamond drills. Speed was the chief 
advantage of these drills16 which were set in motion b,y machinery worked b,y 
~ompressed air. 11 The Rimac, hundreds of feet below, with its fall of from 
~wo to four hundred feet per mile, furnished excellent water power for com-
In- • • 18 f'"'ress~ng aJ.r. 
The construction of the tunnel produced unparalled difficulties. 
I\mOng then lTas the difficulty of breathing in a very rarified atmosphere of 
pver fifteen thousand feet,19 compounded b.Y the poor, if any, ventilation 
12 Ir. January 31, 1812 v~ 15q 9Q. 13Fawcett, p 29~ 14 F.&MJ, p. 436. 
l5Fitz_Roy Cole, The Peruvians at Hone (London: Kegan Paul, Trena1-
& Company, 1884), p. 218. - --
16 11 18 E&J.!J, p. 436. Cole, p. 218. Hutchinson, II, 68. 
19J • Ielinton l~onteomery, "A Railroad in the Clouds," Scribner's 
itIonthly, XIV (August, 18(71), p. 459. 
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~ithin the tunnel itself. 20 Consequently, miners from Cerro de Pasco,accus-
tomed to work at that great elevation and the Most hardy "serranos" or Moun-
21 tain Indians "Irere among the majority of the many employed. A subterranean 
stream under l10unt Heiges, as the summit peak was later called, and over the 
tunnel's roof22 impeded the progress at ever,y step, often bursting through 
seams 3nd driving the laborers from their work.23 .\s the tunnel was under 
construction lone before the completion of the railroad, an enormous amount 
of supplies of ever,y kind had to be carried across the many miles of inade-
quate trails frOM the slowly ascendine terminus of the rails by eight hundre( 
cargo mules which were in constant use.24 Therefore, all the provisions 
necessary for the sustenance of the large corps of workmen and all the Mate-
rials necessary for the vTork--tools, powder, and machinery--even to the huge 
boilers for running the compressors--were brought up to this great elevation 
pieceMeal, during the tunnel's construction. 25 
The SUMmit tunnel, called Galera, is the world's highest tunnel, 
passing over the Continental Divide on an undereround Mainline summit of 
15,694 feet. It is 3,860 feet long and nearly one hundred rail miles from 
Lina. Galera is on a vertical curve with a grade of four and one-half per 
26 
cent for the three thousand feet inward to the apex, and a one and one-half 
per cent grade dOim to the eastern entrance. 27 Though constructed entirely 
through rock, it is imlled and arched in stone masonr'J, vTith ceMent mortor, 
20 Fawcett, 1'. 294. 2lE&MJ, 1'. 436. 22 FavTcett, p. 297. 
25 Charles F. Lummis, "The Talles t Railroad," Harper'.!!. "\ieekly, 
XLI (January 23, 1897), p. 87. 
"6 ~ Fawcett, pp. 294 and 297. 27 GUMMis, 1'. 87. 
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for about half its length. 28 The first locomotive went through the Galera 
tunnel in September, 1892. 29 
The sixty-four other tunnels on the Central Railw~ were all built 
in the same manner as the Oalera--Qy numerous men of different nationalities 
lTho neTe supplied with food and equipment from allover the world, brought 
to the sites b.Y the already completed track or Qy the many company MUles and 
llamas. Tunnelline was hurried along qy chiselling and blasting out both 
ends at once and sometime~ from the middle also, qy means of an opening in 
the wall. 11.1 thOUGh most of the tunnels were not lone enough to block the ail 
OOMpletely, the side holes lfere left open as aid to their ventilation. Sev-
eral artificial tu~~els were built also. Their purpose was to carr,y wet 
slides, streams, lmshouts, flash floods, or snovY safely over the track. 30 11 
one instance a tunnel was built to divert the Rimac from its original course 
so that the tracks could oc~~py its bed. 3l 
It was important not to exceed a certain grade because considerablE 
~ore horse-power is required to pull a train up than to travel over level 
ground. 1fith too much horse-power, an engine would spin on its rrheels. 
Therefore, the maximum gradient permitted under the contract was sliChtly 
more than four per cent, a one foot rise in twenty-five, or 211 feet to the 
mile on the tangen~ or straight line; and three per cent, a one foot rise in 
thirty-three, or 158 feet to the mile on curves. The lesser grade was pre-
scribed on the curves because it is more difficult for a train to ascend and 
chanee its direction. Also the curves were not to be too sharp--no tighter 
28!,faurice S. HcKay, "Central Railway of Peru," (paper read [?} at 
the Institution of Civil Dlgineers of Ireland, Harch 6, 1895), p. 2. This 
1TaS a four-page therMofax copy of a printed article without further identi-
fication, loaned to the author in 1963 qy the then manager of the Central. 
29Lumnis, p. 37. 3°Fawcett, pp. 53 and 293-294. 
3lI.ummis, p. 87; Theodore Child, "Impressions of Peru,1t Harper'!,. 
1I2.!! J.!onthly Hagazine, LX..UII (January, 1891), p. 272. 
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than a curvature of 120 meters radius. 32 The entrance to all curves of two 
hundred meters or less was eased Qy laying in a few pairs of rails to a 
larger radius. 33 There was a distance of forty meters of direct line be-
tlieen two curves turning in opposite directions, although in some special 
c~ses, this was reduced to fifteen meters. These procedl1res made for an 
"ea.siertl line with reduced wear and tear for the rolling stock. 34 The ma-
jority of the tunnels are on curves of 120 meters radius, with even some 
tunnels having reverse curves. Also, all the tunnels and many bri(]ees are 
on gradients va~Jing from a one foot rise in fifty, to one in twenty-five. 35 
As the fall of the Rimac, var,ring from two to fifteen per cent or more,36 
considerably exceeded the limits of the gradient as set in the contract, 
greater length at the allowable grades had to be obtained by running up 
lateral valleys and by zigzagging up the sides of the canyons37 through the 
series of sho~ sharp angles, already described and generally known as the 
switchback. But switchbacks were not enough. Often bridges were necessar,r 
to span the deep ravines. However, bridges were not available in Peru. 
They, together with most of the other materials, and even men, had to be 
imported from Europe and America. This was most troublesome, considering 
only the number of letters involved. 
The bridge-building on the Central Railway can be inferred from 
the Heiggs Papers. After surveying the location, the resident engineers 
would specify the type and dimensions of the bridge required, which the Lima 
office would forward to its agents in France, Fmgland, or the United States. 
There the bridge would be built to the specifications, but sometimes the 
agents, unfamiliar with the unique Rimac canyon terrain and incapable of 
visualizing it from descriptiOns, would alter the dimensions of the bridge 
32 E&MJ, p. 435. 33 !1cKay, p. 3 • 
34Juan Jose Castro, Treatise ~ the South American Railways and 
~ Great International Lines (Montevideo: La nacion, 1893), p. 407. 
35MCKay, p. 3. 36Hutchinson, II, 66. 37};&HJ, p. 435. 
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to whn.t they thought nore sui table. The bridge vTould. then be built complete-
r or in sections, and sent qy ship. Q~tentimcs, the bridge would be accom-
panied by the manufacturer's men. On arrival in Peru, the bridge would be 
lIransl)Orted qy rail as far as possible n.nd then by mule n.nd llana up the 
oanyon to the desired site. Once t:rere it would be assembled and erected or 
<lunched 1-Thole. How'ever, the system of building a b::.-idge, sending and 
aunching it lrrole, l'1'aS defective since it tended to strain the structure in 
its veakest points. The systeM of sending accompanying ,..,en was too expensive 
38 both in time and in money. 
FrOM San Bartolome to Surco, although a distance of only six Miles 
lIhe journey io more than doubled because of the roundabout .Yay in i"hich the 
"'ailroad ho,d to be built. 39 Between them is situated the Verrugas tlquebrada, 
a deer canyon 1-Thich lies at an angle to that of the Rimac. This intersectine 
rrulch 'l'TaS somewhat filled in by blowing dOl'm its sides with 11 blast of 
3cventy-five tons of powder, exploded by galvanic "Tires. 40 IIovTever, it was 
still necessary to span the remaining chasm with an iron viaduct. This 
bridr;e, "rTi th Fink tru.ssed girders 575 feet in length, 1ms supported upon 
vhrec piers of wroug1:t-iron columns or rods, of which the central, over 250 
~ect high4l was sunk into a t,.,elve-foot pit. 42 The third largest bridge in 
~he lTor1d at that tiMe ,43 it was built by the ful tiMore Bridge Company44 fron 
1P1ans oent froM Peru, shipped in pieces wrich 'Here assorted, landed and trans 
lPortNl to its s1 te, put together and erected "bJ t};e Central's ovm men. It 
38John G. T~eiggs to John Slater (Concepcion, Chile), 1ina, January 
~, 1874 (M}) 10, 119-121). 
39HUtchinson, II, 66. 4 0Meagher , p. 277. 
4l'T t 451 hon [:,OIClCry, :po • p. 86. 
43 Fawcett, p. 52. 44Stewart, p. 170. 
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rrived at the end of Januar,r, 1872, and took three and one-half months to 
:rect.45 Don Enrique was so proud of the Verrugas Bridge that he had Tiffa 
and Company strike a handsome medal to commemorate it.46 
The engineers were proud of the Verrugas Bridge, also. But they 
would have preferred a variation in the foundations which would have elimi-
nated the need for the central pier. Unfortunately, the pier was'bliminate t 
in 1889, by the Rimae, grown to a foaming torrent Qy a prolonged season of 
heavy rains. Rush ing down the Verrugas ravine with tremendous force, the 
Rimae carried enormous boulders which crashed against the central pier. 
caused a complete collapse, except that one line of rails, well-riveted 
ether, without any medial support, still swung across the canyon.47 
thrown across the ravine between the two shore ends, andpassenge 
nd goods were swung over the terrible yawning ab.yss on a square boa.rd or in 
cage-car until a second bridge was erected.48 
The new steel viaduct was erected b.y the American Bridge Company 
nd put into service on Januar,r 3, l89l~ Having learned the folly of plac-
ng a pier in the middle, two vertical towers, each 175 feet in height50 and 
unk into the sides of the three-hundred-foot ravine, were used to support 
he middle span of this cantilever bridge. This second viaduct was calcu-
ated for a load considerably less than which later it was called upon to 
ear and became quite a "lively dancer" before its removal. The third 
ridge to span the Verrugas quebrada, a lattice girder supported Qy side 
was built in 1937, b.y the Cleveland Bridge and l~ineering Company 0 
45John G. Heiggs to 11. Tipton (Arequipa), Januar,y" 11, 1812 (II.P 5, 
12) and to J. Slater (Concepcion, Chile), Januar,y 2, 1814 (~~ 10, 119-121). 
The medal is also described here. 
ead and 
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[England. 51 It was named "Puente Carrion" at its official inauguration in 
~emor,y of the young Peruvian medical student who eave his life in order to 
~iscover the nwstery of the dreaded uverrugas" or·"Oroya fever," of which 
~ore will be said in the next chapter. 
Farther up the line between Surco and l!atucana in a less difficult 
~rea, a bridge spans the ravine of Challapa. This is a continuous lattice 
~irder, 363 feet in length, supported b,y steel columns sunk into the sides 
of the ravine. The central span between the side supports measures 177 feet 
~he impressive spidery structure, built in 1872, was designed by Messieurs 
Eiffel, whose names are now associated with the Paris tower. 52 
1[1 th building bridges in France, Eneland, and the United states 
~or sites in the Peruvian P~des, there was much loss of time, much loss of 
money, and often much loss of temper. Dissension is indicated between the 
resident engineers and the distant bridge-builders b,y two original letters 
ooncerning the construction of the foundations of the bridge spanning the 
ieep and preCipitous gorge of Cha.upichaca. Here the masses of mountains 
become grander and bolder, necessitating triangulation to locate the line. 
!\s the abrupt sides of the cliff offered no footing for either the surveyor 
vhe preparations for the roadbed, the area could be reached only b,y lowering 
men on ropes. A foothold was cut in the rock-face, affording a holding for 
1 wire cable which connected the ll'orkings with the bottom of the ravine-eveJ: 
one hundred feet below on the edge of the Rimac torrent--where the workmen's 
o.uts lay. Thereafter, the men were raised and lOlTered to their work in a 
minging cage, and traveled up and down the suspended ldre. 53 
As soon as possible, the engineers began planning the type and size 
pf the bridge required to carry the line tbrough this most scenic but diffi-
pul t area. Specifica.tions for the bridge vTere sent to the Baltimore Bridge 
~oMpany which proposed some changes and these .. rcre duly considered. Finally 
"he proper dimensions for the constr..lction of the bridge vlere fortmrded 
5l:b"'av;cett, p. 52. 52 l.fcKay, p. 3. 53 Cole, pp. 212-213. 
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through the Lima office to Ne"T York. 54 However, the Hew York agent, rrr. 
'rIa.l ton U. Lvans, advised a ohange in the foundations of the bridge which 
~ecessitated about ninety cubic yards more of masonry than the original 
~lans. This would have made no difference if the additional stone had been 
readily available in the locality, but such was not the case at Chaupichaca. 
~herefore, the work was delayed "very materially.tt55 not only was the adcli-
~ional stone expensive, but "the difficulties to be overcome in getting the 
~tone and other material necessary to build these piers to the place, oan 
only be appreoiated after a personal examination.,,56 
Mr. T,Tartin Van Brooklin, the resident engineer a.ttemptine to bridge 
the Chaupichaca gorge, was entirely at a loss to understand what oonsidera.-
tions oould have induced or suggested the change in the foundations, involv-
ing a peculiar and exceptional feature of construction which, in his opinion, 
was without reason or prudence, not only because of the pecuniary comtidera-
tion but for lrnnt of adaptation of the work to the locality. Having previ-
ously understood, from John G. in Lima, that the bridge was to be built in 
accordance i11th the dir:Jensions sent fror:J Peru, Van Brocklin felt that if this 
had been done, the r:Jatters about which I]vans, in }Tew York, seeMed to have haCl 
so much trouble, would have been avoided. Thoueh alwaJs clad to reoeive 
instruotions and advioe, the resident engineer felt "that if the labor, time 
and study devoted to changing plans, had been expand.ed in exeouting those as 
sent-the work would have been in the hands of the builders in sborter time 
after the order "lTas given-executed for less money, and you rlOuld have had a 
more oredible struoture when erected. 1t l~en the bridge of Chaupiohaoa with 
54 LiP.la , l!arlin Van Brocklin to John G. r,"'eiggs, August 29, 1874 
(MP "j"). 
55V•G• Bogue, Division Engineer to Van Brocklin, Resident Engineer 
(Viso), San !!ateo, June 4, 1874 (lTP "j"). 
56 This and the following paragraphs concerning the foundations of 
the Chaupichaca bridge are derived from Van Brocy~in's letters to John G. 
];leiggs (Lima), Viso and Lima, June 4 and August 29, 1874 (!~P Itj"). 
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of !!r. Evans in the foundations would be examined by ex:perienced 
Van :Brocklin lamented, "it 'YTill be as ~difficul t to give an intel-
igent reason for the peculiar character of the foundations for this bridge, 
it has been to give an answer to the oft repeated inquir,y--why a pier was 
laced in the center of the Verrugas quebrada." 
Tempers did not cool immediately and many subsequent letters ex-
hands in the ensuing I:lonths. After having read a number of the Hew 
lork agent's letters, the resident engineer again wrote John G. at the Lima 
He felt that Evans was tr,ying to justify his position by suggesting 
anything was wrong, soreone besides himself-Evans-was at fault. 
an Brocklin stated that he did not appreciate the :Uew Yorker's "ungenerous 
marks't concerning ~~. :Bogue, the division engineer on the line who had 
arlier complained of the additional masonr,y for the piers of the bridge. 
an Brocklin believed that a !:lan of ordinar,y oapacity with the advantage of 
rsonal observation of the locality, oould serve the oompany better than an 
xpcrt in New York "who knows nothing of the circumstance." In a letter to 
ohn G. he "frote I 
An experience of "a quarter of a centur,y" ought to have 
been a Sufficient reason for a judicious Dncinecr not to attempt 
to prescribe the foundations of a Structure until he had some 
proper data conoerning the matter and especially not, until 
the !:latter had been subni tted to hin- He iTonld hcve you 
believe that but for his vigilance the iron work for the 
piers of this viaduct would have been below the surface of 
the ground. • • • 
Did fT. Evans have an idea to w·hat d.e:pt}~ it vTould be 
nccessar,y to excavate for the foundation for these piersl--
Could. he by any possibility form an opinion what w·ould be 
the relative surface of the ground--or rather looso stone--
about those piers when that exoavation was COMpleted and 
the Stem foundations erectedl--. • • • 
The proposition to havo someone with a tlclearhead" 
exarlinc this r.1atter in Few· York, as )Tell as the tone assur.1ed 
by nr. Drans in writing of this matter, clearly shows that 
he has no appreciation of the r,!a.gni tude and difficulty .2! 
the ~ .2!!. the Oroya~, n0570f the ability required E:!!£. displ5Yed ~~ construction. (Italics mine. \ 
51Lima Van Broc 
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Unfortunately, none of the l[ew York 3.[;'ent' s letters nor copies of 
those which John G. J''l'ust have written to both FNans and Van TIrocklin were 
found. Thlt fron those available a vivid imprescion of the frustrations in 
surmounting the many difficulties posed by the stubborn terrains and at 
tines by the obstinacy of the foreign agents, can be had. J;cvertheless, a 
spider-w·eb iron ~!hipple Truss 58 bridge, over four hundred. feet in length, 
resting on two steel columns, finally was built to span the Chaupichaca 
~or0e. ~~e stone and the additional ninety cubic yards, not available in 
the locality, probably was haulecl up in advanoe of the track by hundreds of 
pack animals fron the company quarr,y near Lima. 59 
Another feat in engineering was crossing a deep gorge between San 
I!ateo and Anchi called "Los L"lfiernillos, fI the little hells, .. "here the Rimac 
~asses through two walls of red porphyTy that rise perpendicularly to a 
~eieht of from one thousand to one thousand five hundred feet, with sides an 
60 
smooth as mason l-lork. The wt'.lls form two reverse quadrants, and the rivel} 
61 Ihere a mountain torrent, falls down a series of steps like a small Uiagaro, 
plunging, roaring, leaping, and foaming into the abyss. This chaotic laby-
rinth of giant cl iffs, al1"108 t excluded the 1 ight of d.ay and prohi bi ted chain-
i~~ and surface traci~J to ascertain the contours. "Even to establish 'sta-
tions' for tlle triangulation, Mon were let down on ropes hundreds of feet, 
62 
and spent 1 .. eeks sor.etines in drilling and blasting a foothold. II Other nen 
followed suspended in baskets to prepare for the bridge that would span the 
one hundred sixty foot chasm uhose apparent depth had been lessened by the 
masses of rock thrown do~m during construction. 63 l~thoueh Meiegsthreateneo 
to hang it from balloons,64 a substantial steel ~,nipple Truss structurespans 
65 over two hundred feet between the mouths of ty'e tvTO tunnels, bridging the 
58:McKay, 1'. 3. 
59John Q. Meiegs to H. :r. Evans (new York), April 27, 1870 (MF J,2lC 
60 
63 
Montgomer,y, p. 
Y'!onteomer,y, p. 
455. 
456. 
61 Hutohinson, II, 76. 62Lu . mmJ.s, p. 
64Stewart, p. 153. 6 5l!cKay, :po 3. 
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i ttle hells. Concerning this mn,rvel of the Centrr.l }~ihir.y, a contempo:::on.ry 
,.;rote: "Seen froM the contr?cted valley beneath, a trr'.in of ca::::-s rmst appea 
to spring nysterious1y ancl suddenly over the gracefu.l 1i ttle structure, and 
to disappear 1il~e a thing of will o..nd !:liGht, burro';Tin.,",' throuc-h the very hear-! 
t '"" t· ,,66 of _,0 moun a~ns. 
The earthwork executed in the construction of the Central Raihm.y 
.. ms cxceedin,r.ly heavy with the Dajority of the cuttinGS throuch solid rock. 
~".1l cuttil1d'o and banks forming tho romlbed had a MiniIT,.u:1 .ddth of fourteen 
feet. Tte gauge in the ntrmdard fifty-s ix and one-half inoho8. 67 The per-
Inanent bod 'ina nell ba11a.Gted, originally ~Ti th sand, clay, 68 and dirt, but 
In0w mostly .<1 th rock. 69 It ,'ras laid ,ri th steel rO-ils waiching ceventy pO'unds 
to tho yard, connected together by deep section fioh plates, and fastened to 
California red1iood ties iri th four dog spH::es to each tie, six being used on 
all curves. 70 The tieo used, six by eight inches b"J eig},t feet, also C2.ne 
fron Chile and Colombia. ~;crelTed. bolts instead. of spikeo held the rails to 
the ties on heavy grades. 71 '.I'he rails were further secured on curves by tie ~ 
rods, five-eights of an inch in dianeter, spaced t.'lC1ve feet apart. On curve 
~he outer r3.i18 vrere elevated, bn.:uo::ed as it were, as a nccessa.ry precaution 
~o keep a descending train, with its higher speed, from leavine the track. 72 
lIo;mver, the outer rails OTere held to a maximum eleva.tion of four inches, 
because of the relatively 131011 climbing speeds. 73 Tbe ascending train had a 
tendency to overturn the inner rail because the elevated rail did not suit 
its slower spood. Thorefore, cast iron knees were bolted to the ties on the 
outside of the inner rails on curves in order to give them additional sup-
port. 74 
1'. 456. 68 I,one, p. 214. 
69 FaiwOtt, p. 54. 70~, v 3 J·;C.,.ay, 1'. • 
72u K 3 j;,C ay, p. • 73 Fa:vTcett , p. 54. 74'f V 3 "cI_ay, 1'. • 
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Safety sid tches, a typical feature, were installed at frequent 
'nterva1s and were so arranged that they were always open. They were nor-
mally set for the turnout by Means of counteT"d'~iehts. Descending trains had 
[VA stop while a brakeman ran ahead to hold d01m the switch lever until the 
vrain had passed over the blades. If a train approached out of control, it 
,...an out on this switch and was forcibly stopped. "Originally, the escape 
~racks were mere stubs, often ending abruptly against a vertical wall of 
Ir0ck-a convenient if disastrous stop for a runaway-but some have now been 
lengthened into sand-drags, wb-ere space permits. 75 
As another necessar,y safety measure, two distinct systems ofbrakee, 
were installed on each engine, the Chata1ier or water and the hand-brake. h 
the 1890's the locomotives were fitted with stearn and vacuum brakes. Nowthe 
Peruvian law requires three distinct systems on each engine; power (automatic 
airbrake with straight air control), hand, and water. Each individual car 
is fitted with its own set of screw brakes worked by hand and another set 
connected to one of the engine's systems. These are tested regu1arlyforeacp. 
run. The engine is also supplied with cast-iron brake shoes. In pre-air-
brake days, changes of brake shoes for ever,y dOI1.nhill trip were notuncommon 
since the thick blocks of metal were burned thin in one run or less. 76 An 
additional precaution is the use of a pilot handcar, run by gravitation 
alone and equiped with a hand brake, which}recedes the train on its descent 
by perhaps half a mile in order to protect the train, should tb-ere by any 
obstructions on the line. These handcars were used by engineers and others 
who had occasion to inspect the line77 and sometimes to "thrill" visitors 
who could coast from the summit tunnel, Galara, over one hundred miles to thE 
sea "dashing at lightning speed through dark tunnels, over a bridge, then 
around curves so sharp that only a few feet ahead are seen at one time, 
75pawcett, p. 541 Long, p. 214. 
76HCKay, p. 4; Fawcett, pp. 60-61, 65, 269. 
77pawcett, p. 271. 
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then skirting the precipice at the foot of which dash mad torrents, the 
scenery dashing by as if enveloped in a fog. n78 
Huch foreign capital and a great increase in trade were apparent 
in Peru during its guano develop~ent and subsequently with the many activi-
ties connected with its "railway fever." During the construction of the 
Central Railway, capital came from England and France. 79 l.fuch of the sta-
tionarJ machinery and plant necessary for the const~ction operations were 
80 brought from England as were most of the rails. France and England at 
first supplied the iron bridges, but subsequently they carne from the United 
states since the American bridges were preferred chiefly because of their 
better and More simple construction. The surveying instruMents and equip-
ment were of various r:la.kes, at first mostly French and 1!-;nglish, but later 
Anerican. 81 Also from the United States came the lumber, wheelbarrows, and 
much of the other construction material. 82 
Most of the engines and other rolling stock were American, the 
cars coming principally frOM Gilbert Bush and COMpany, Troy, New York83 and 
the locomotives, of which the Majority of the twenty-six in service before 
1877 -Viere bought frOM Rogers JTanufacturing Company of Paterson, New Jersey 
and the remaining five from Danforth. 84 The locomotives cost on the track 
about tl-lenty to tlienty-five thousand dollars and the first class cars about 
fifty-five hundred with the prices in American gold coin. 85 The locomotives 
i'rith ooal and 1mter weighed about sixty-five tons86 and took up four or fiVE 
78Ernest C. Rost, "The Highest of All Railroads," Tre ',7orld's ~ 
N (September, 1902), p. 2517. - -
79~ratt Stewart and Harold F. Peterson, Builders of IJatin Amerioa 
(}Tew York: Harper & Brothers, 1942), p. 256. 
80G• Fred Collins, "Mining and Railway Development in Peru," The 
D1gineerinr, l!agazine, X:X'VI (February, 1904), p. 655. 
81 82 83 ~HJ; p.435o Stewart and Peterson, ~ 256. Collins, p. 655. 
84stewart, p. 159. 85cOllins, p. 655. 86E&HJ, p. 436. 
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~ieht-ton cara which carried ten tons of freight each. In order to drag 
~his weight from Lima to Chicla (eiehty-seven miles from the sea) the 1000-
~otive burned seven tons of first class Bnelish coal, which was ver.y expen-
~ive because of the importation and the quantity wasted by the continous 
87 Wiring required to force the train up the steep gradients. Later crude 
pil was used, supplied by the London and Pacific Petroleum Company from the 
[ralera mines in northern })eru. This cost only half as mucl' as the inported 
poal in time, noney, and weieht, because the oil was more efficient, with 
~light waste in the firing, if any, and because only three and one-half to 
~our tons w'ere needed for the same journey. 88 
Other imported rna terials were the d"iamond drills which came from 
'1.r.:erica and were worked by Rand air compressors. 89 The timber for the 
~ouses, bridges, tunnels, false rTOry..s, railroad ties, and the like i{ere 
~roueht from California and Oreeon. The erain and provisions were imported 
If'rom Chile and California. 90 The shops and stations were eenerally made of 
p-alvanized iron, the shovels irere Ames and the iron water tanks Viere Pills' 
91 IIxltE'lnt. 
The powder was imported also and for the great amount of blasting 
!:lone in the construction of the railroads, five hundred tl:ousand pounds of 
~xplosives were used per month. 92 Over ten thousand men were employed at 
~he same time and over one thousand mules, llamas, and horses. 93 The cost 
pf the Central Railway was estimated at two hundred thousand dollars per 
~ile. A.t least seven thous::md five hundred lives .... rere lost. 94 RO .... iever, 
~ith the terrific cost of the railroad must be ta~en into consideration that 
87Child, p. 212. 
88 r~cKay, p. 4. See also Fawcett, pp. 55-65, for the evolution of 
the Andean rolling stock. 
89cOllins, p. 655· 90E&11J, p. 435. 91,.. II" vO lns, p. 655. 
92Frederic H. Halsey as quoted in "'rtn,ihray Expansion in South Ameri 
pa," fulletin 2f. ~ Pan American Union, X:;UL'\. (NoveMber, 1914), p. 761. 
93E&MJ, p. 436. 94co11 ins , p. 655; 1,!ontgoMery, p. 460. 
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the contract price for the 139 rail miles to Oroya included ever,rthing con-
nected iilth the survey, construction, and right of way, besides the furnish-
ing of all supplies, the building of necess.~ry docks at Callao, of station, 
freight, and engine houses, and the supplying of a certain number of eneine~ 
coal, freight, and passenger cars--in short, the wr.ole eq~ipment of a first 
class railway. The cost of the construction of preliminar,r roads, mule 
paths, and additional roads to replace those occupied by the rails as they 
advanced, also must be considered. This was estimated to be five hundred 
thousand dollars, not counting the transportation costs over these roads in 
advance of the track by the many cargo aninals l1hoS9 fodder also had to be 
. t d 95 1r.1pOr e • 
The striking characteristic on the Central Railway, as with 
everything else done by ~eiggs in Peru, was that he tolerated no second-
class work. 96 Despi te his Money-making instincts, Me iggs was surpris inely 
conscientious in carr,ring out the conditions of his agreements concerning 
the provisions of sound work and 9ptimum equipment. 97 In 1890 when the 
Peruvian Corporation took over many of the railroads, the E~lish engineers 
and accountants, after personal inspec'aon 0f the Central Hailway, said that 
it had been "subs tantially and even extravagantly built J but this only makes 
it all the more valuable for those who will have to work it, as it renders 
the cost of maintenance much less than would have been the case with a line 
constructed in a lighter and more temporar,r rnanner. 98 To this effect Jonna 
reprimanded his agents in Jfew York who seemed to tr.ink that because he asked 
for low prices that he meant "Cheap and :Nasty. It But such was not the case at: 
both Don }Jnrique and John G. and all the others connected oil th the Central 
Haibmy of Peru "ranted the best of everything-"So please to understand me 
correctly, I want always the best of Everything from }\ien to Materials. ,,99 
95Monteoncry, p. 461. 96:S&HJ, p. 435. 97 Fawcett, p. 54. 
98"Abridged Report upon the Central Haih-ray System" (London: 
James I.ivesey &. ~::;on ~md .I. H. Duncan & Compa.ny, January 1, 1890), p. 31. 
(Mimeographed. ) 
99To -:ra.lton Ir. ':vans, Hay 17, 1870 (lIP 1, 252). 
CIL\FTER III 
THE CEnTRAL RltIV-lAY-THE HUMAN SCElIE 
Meiggs believed thnt it lfas a good policy to employ natiye Peru-
"inns, but sufficient man-power could not be found in Peru. This seems 
~tranee because for years African slaves and Indians had formed the back1)or..e 
pf the laboring class. However, in the early 1850's, negroes had. been 
~Mancipate~ and the Ind.ian poll tax had been abolished. Thereafter, both th 
Icgro and the Indian W0:;:',;! not disposed to i'Tork, and Peru lost the services 
pf these laborers upon lvlich it had come to depend. Peru lived at tbis time 
~y means of her mines, her agriculture, and her guano trade. These depended 
~pon enforced or hired labor. Negroes and Indians could no longer be en-
"orced, and they "Ivere reluctant to be hired. The weal thy l'cruvians, whose 
~raditionn and upbringing prohibited manual work, would not be employed. 
~olonists from Europe vrere ,-relcomed, and attempts .vere made to attra>ct them, 
~t they did not supply what Peru really wanted--hands for cheap labor. In 
lunis di1enma Peru soon recognized the Chinese as a source of cheap labor and 
~ various laim passed dllring the mid-centur,y, began their importation. But 
~vcn this source did not supply Peru's needs, not to mention those of Don 
';Urique who, in 1870, had already begun otrer railroads before finishing his 
p.' "" 1 ~::::'G .... 
It vms to be expected that in order to solve this question of man-
pOiTer, the contractor '·iOuld have recourse to Chile where he previously had 
built the Santia.go-Vrl1paraiso Railway with t}'e help of sane nine thousand 
1 Fawoett, pp. 40-41. 
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philean laborers. They 'Ifere notorious for their skill in handling razor-
~ha.rp knives, their love of liquor, their addiction t081mbling, and their 
hatred of any sort of discipline. However, ;\:eiG'g'S "taMed" theT.'! 'h-,r fair 
~reatment and consideration of each one of them as an individual. Therefor~ 
phey responded when notices began to appear in Chilean newspapers inviting 
recruitment for work in Peru. 2 The Chileans were first employed on the rail· 
[toad projects in southern Peru. IJater a large force of them moved up to cen· 
~ral Peru for the construction of the Oroya line. Because they were physical 
y unsuited to work in the bigher altitudes, the Chileans, in 1870 and 1871, 
bonstituted by far the larger part of the laborers on the lower section of 
the Oroya Road. Unfortunately, many lives were lost during the const~lction 
n this area due to the then little knovm diseases, "verrugas" and Oroya 
Pever. The latter is so named because of its prevalence on the line,althougl 
the to'lm of Oroya is many miles distant on the eastern slopes of the Andes. 
It is now' known that both Oroya fever and verrueas are different manifesta-
tions of the same disease, the former, generalized and the latter, local. 
Oroya fever, in its visible manifestation, begins with malaise, 
irregular remittent fever, exhaustion, headache, pains in the bones and 
joints, anc_ the rapid development of a severe anemia. The Mortality is fron: 
t1;;enty to forty per cent, death usually occurrine '1;1 thin hro to three ;'Teeks. 
In patients ,·rho survive, the constitutional symptOMS and the anemia gradual-
ly abate, but vTithin a few' weeks, alMost invariablY, the wart-like eruption 
(verrugas) appears. This cutaneous eruption COT.'!es out as ma~y brigth red 
spots 'tl'hich develop into luT.'!ps attainine the size of a pea or less often, of 
a pigeon's egg. The smaller lUMps a~pear on the face, extensor surfaces of 
the extreni ties, and frequently, the mu.cous mer"""'anes. The lareer are usual 
ly located about the joints. Since the lesions are extrenely vascular, theJ' 
frequently ulcerate ~nd may bleed pro~lsely. After two to three months the 
~stewart, 1'1'. 26, 112-115; Fawcett, p1'. 28 and 44. 
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~esions gradually disappear. Although the mortality at the verrugas stage 
~S lower than that at the ~ever stage, death may result from hemorrhage or 
gecondary infection. 3 
Mr. Thont:l.s Hutchinson, the Dri tish consul-general in Peru during 
l.he construction of the Centrul Haihray, assumed tha.t Oroya fever could not 
be marsh malaria because of its appearance between six and nine thousand 
Peet. Yet, he attributed it to the same principles llhich predisposes one to 
pal aria , that is, loss of 
ne of the vital p01-Ters. 
~uCCUT:1bing to the disease 
animal heat, sensitivity to the cold, and a lower-
He believed his theorJ was proved b,y the number 
in the 1870'8.4 Althoueh the mortality of ten 
~housand for the middle section of the Central Railway is sOMewhat of an 
3xaggeration, it is true that in this area a company hospital had to bebuilt 
o accommodate the engineers and laborers ;Jho ~ell victim to the disease. Of 
~his establishment, "La ?speranza" (Hope), built at San :Bartolome, Hutchinson 
~o visited it, declared that 
like all such establishMents organized by :Mr. Heiggs, [i{J is 
de~icient in nothing that can conduce to the comfort of those 
cared within. It has 153 beds, but at the time of my visit 
there were only seventy-five patients in it. Amongst them 
were some very nasty cases of verrugas. 
Oroya fever and the subsequent verrugas caused many deaths, espe-
ially among the Chileans. TIeing- unacclimated ~oreieners and lfOrking long 
ours each day, sometimes under a roasting sun, they, according to Hutchin-
30n'8 theory, had intensified predispositions to the disease, and hadfUrthez 
ovTered their vi tal pO'tfers "by swallowine indiscriminate quantities of Pisco, 
"he intoxicating spirit made from sugar-cane. This liquoring v71 th the 
~h:i.lians went on sometines through the vThole niGht, concurrent id th their 
~am bl ing. " 
3T'. n. stitt, Paul '.I. Clough, and Sara E. J3rn.nl:am, Practical 
~cteriology, Hematology, and ParasitoloeY (10th ed.; New York: Blakiston 
ompany, 1948), p. 187. 
4Hutchinson, II, pp. 61-64 give the E~~lish~an's opinion of the 
iaease, some of which is presented in the following para~raphs. 
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Despite the care given by the company hospital, the percentage of 
deaths was great. The situation, at length, became so grave that the Peru-
vian govern~ent appointed a commission to inspect the line and report on its 
sanitarJ conditions. The report, dated April 12, 1871, revealed that the 
mortality p~rcentages for the hospital of La Esperanza increased from the 
middle of February to the date of the report from eleven to twenty per cent. 
Other reportf'" later in the year, were similarly shockine,. In the meantime, 
a difficult problem for the Bmpresa developed. Bither the laborers had no 
confidence in the ~ompany hospita~ or they were afraid of the deadly climate 
of the place. In any case, they fled in considerable number to Lima and 
Callao, leavi:nc the works without sufficient hands. Figures furnished the 
Chilean officials revealed that about one-fourth of the total Chileans 
treated in the Lima hospitals from April through August died. 5 
Beine little known, the disease was believed to follow Ita. single 
draught of the poisoned" water. 6 A bridt-;e on the Oroya line was called ItAque 
~e Vcrrugas," 1mter of warts, because during its construction a.s many as 
eighteen dally are Gaid to ha.ve succumbed to the disease. 7 Trose who were 
fortunate to rally frOM the disease tTore often left disfigured, exhausted, 
'md. liable to other maladies. One such was a Hr. ;;!. ~~. Hilson wh~ having 
rc..llied sufficiently, returned to the United States. lrritine back to John G 
':eiegs frOM ]Joston, he said: 
j,ry health bas improved v;onderf'ully. • •• and I am now in 
a fair Ifay of ridding myself of "Verrugas II at 1ast-I have 
suffered torments with thom sinco leavine Poru, to say that 
they cane out on me, by thousands, vFould be Jnttine; it nildly, 
and I have as yet, found no doctor, who had ever seen, or heard 
o~ the disease, and ~ve been an object of curiosity to all 
with WhOM I have met. 
5St01mrt, 1'1'. 175-177. 6 Heaeher, 1'. 278. 
7E• B. Clark, Tvrelve ~!onths In ~ (New York: !'acmillan, 1891), 
tp. 94. 
8 October 26, 1871 (m) "f"). 
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r 47 Doctors lTere working, however, to find the cause of tl:e disease. 
In 1885 a young Peruvian medical student, Daniel A. Carrion, inoculated him-
self with the blood of a verrugas lesion. He subsequently died of Oroya 
fever, thus proving the connection between the two. His Memory has been 
perpetuated in various form--one being a bridge bearing his naMe which was 
the second to replace the original bridge, Aqua de Verrugas, destroyed b.Y 
a land-slip in 1889. It is now knovffi that the fever is carried and trans-
mitted by a mosquito in the same way as malaria. 9 
At about this time the Chileans were becoming quite disillusioned 
~ith their life in Peru. The high Pa.Y which they received was in actuality 
~orth less than they had anticipated on account of the rampant inflation 
brought about b.Y the government's spendthrift policies. There was bad feel-
ing between the Chilean and the Peruvian laborers. More serious, perhaps, 
than any other disadvantage was the fact that the Peruvian local authoritie~ 
if there were any in the sparcely inhabited, difficult terrain of the Rimae 
canyon, did not always maintain order and protect the worker in bis life and 
in his rights. These, together with the seemingly unhealthy cliMate and the 
¢treaded disease, were the reasons that large numbers of Chilean laborers 
~eserted. The desertion coupled with the frequent and bitter attacks of the 
philean press plus the arrival of thousands of other Chilean laborers only 
ftggravated the already grave situation. 
The Chilea~ with his love of liquor and gambling, and his hatred 
pf discipline, was by no means a peaceful laborer. Many breaches of the 
~eace occurred of which the uprising at Ocatara on November 17, 1872, was 
~he bloodiest. Ocatara is located about sixty miles up the Rimac canyon 
~rom Lima where the area is generally wild and eit1cer comparatively or en-
~irely uninhabited. A drunken Chilean caused a disturbance among sone 
Peruvians and the incident erupted into several d~s of bloody battlebetweem 
~he two nationalities. This resulted in wounds and deaths for many and the 
Plight of the Peruvians to another camp. Shortly the most culpable were 
9stewart, p. 175 and Fawcett, p. 53. 
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~rrested and sent to Lima because the local facilities of detention were 
inadequate. However, the Lima court lacked jurisdiction over crimes com-
~itted outside its district. In the ensuing delay, the Chilean diplomatic 
~ent clamored for repatriation as the only expedient. This was done at the 
~xpense of bitter criticism after the w~ole of the Chilean problem bad 
~ntered the field of diplomacy and occasioned exchanges of a nature not 
~ntirely amicable between Chile and Peru. IO 
It is no wonder that John G. was badly out of sorts with the 
!Chileans and wrote to the agents in Valparaiso saying, uplease do not send 
~ny more Chilian peons here on any terms whatever. I bave just sent 240 
rt>ack, and am thorOUghly disgusted with them. nIl Although wanting no more 
~or the Oroya road, he permitted the sending of small numbers for the con-
12 
struction of the southern line. However, less than two months later, he 
pomplained "that not more than one half [if t'4i} peons sent from Chili ever 
reach /the construction ca~ and that of those L!ho ~ nearly all desert 
at the first opportunity. I have to request you to discontinue entirely the 
engauches grafting of laborew for all the roads. It13 
The trouble caused by the Chileans was one of the chief reasons 
~or the use of Chinese labor on the Oroya line. John G. believed that for 
railway work the Chinese were the best men to be had. ItAIl speak highly of 
thom who have worked them, as docile, industrious men. Henr,r ~oesn~ seem 
110 think much of them, but as they are always sober, (Which could not be said 
of the ChileanQ7 and are accustomed to work by the month, it seems to methey 
a.re just tho men for both roads B}ie Arequipa-Puno and tho Oro~1t14 
lOSee Stewart, pp. 121-126, 171-186, 203 for the experiences and 
consequenoes of the Chilean laborer in Peru. 
11 To 'lTatson and Meiggs, December 30, 1871 (MP 5, 318). 
12 Januar,r 3, 1872 (HP 5, 331-332). 
13Februar,r 21, 1872 (}~ 5, 615). Portions of this letter-bookwere 
badly damaeed, however, the words in braokets give the probable letter. 
l4To Joseph Hill (1~o11endo), July 20, 1870 (MP 1, 403-404). 
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The 1,!eiggs l)apero contain many subsequent allusionn to the Chinese-
~heir leases, contracts,15 the food and clothing provided them, proper treat 
~ent for them on the line, and orders to keep their records separate from the 
pther laborers. There is, for example, an estimate of tho cost of woolen 
plothing for the Chinese made by Fox Sawaro and Company of Lima in a letter 
~ted October 14, 1871. It described the clothing as: 
Pants of best hea~J twilled pelIon made of strong long 
staple wool with strong calico waist lining & pocket & Shirt 
or Blouae of the same material with side pocket as per saMple. 
A thousand suits of the above well and strongly made 
suitable for the requirements of heavy work, oan be providi~ 
at a cost of ~ Soles twenty five oents S/2.12 per Suit. 
This original letter was marked "Answered October 14, 1871, accepting pro-
posal." Another letter indicated that Hessieurs lTilliam Gibbs and Company 
had many shirts and pants ,\fhioh Heiggs wanted for the Chinese. l-ieiggs won-
dered if he could eet them duty free. 17 On Januar.y 22, 1872, two ~undred 
'Chinos" were sent to the Chimbote 1 ine in northern Peru w'i th a suit of 
olothing, a pair of shoes, a hat, and two blankets apieoe, besides one hun-
dred quintals of rice and cooking utensils. 18 HOi-rever, spoons ("They use 
uhem.") and salt were forgotten and sent later. 19 The following year the 
boss on the Chimbote line was told to build a hospital at once sinoe "It is 
20 
a necessity" beoause "It is the old stor.y Opium." 
l5In !{P "1" (bundle) there are several Chineae contracts. 
l6(r.U' "d"). 
l711e1ggs by J.R. Sherman to Edmund Sartori (Callao), Lima, 1."ay 4, 
872 (MP Blur, 367). 
18 . . John G. to A.A. Locke (ChiMbote), Januar,r 22,1872 ¢~~ 446-447) 
19r-feiggs by Sherman to Sartori, February 1 + 19, 1872 (MP Blur, 213 
~nd r.T 5Lo, 247). 
20 John G. to Locke, January 2, 1873 (m~ 8, 280). 
.1 
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I " 21 lone. 
There were more than five thousand Chinese employed on the Central 
All the line bosseD 'Were instructed to ":Be careful to keep your 
'chinos' straight so that you can always knoi-l then by Camp !ros. & Contract 
22 }fos.1t and to keep the accounts for their expenses "entirely separate" 
from those of the Indians. 23 
Altrough the accounts of the treatment of the Chinese coolie in 
Peru are not favorable,24 the treatment of the Chinese in Meiggs's employ 
'Was comparatively good, if those who had direct charge of them on the works 
heeded the advice and directions of the general superintendent. 
Food for Chinese Do you give them bread, with their tea in the 
morning before going to work'i'-If not it should be done as rTe 
have found on this road (the Oroya) that they need a change of 
diet, and liberal food, and improve on it. I would like you 
to be ver,y liberal to all who are, or may be sick in the Hos-
pitals, giving them bread, tea'2~ coffee and in fact liberality 
rrill be found the best economy. 
The inspection of five hundred Chinese at the San Bartolome camp on the Cen-
tral gave the British Consul-General much pleasure and his description of 
their well-being seems to indicate that the line bosses did heed the advice 
and directions of the Lina office. The Englishnan's account stated that 
tho Chines e : 
had a large galpon, or wooden shed, to sleep in; it is, in fact, 
a rTOoden house, enclosed and excellently ventilated-their sleep-
ing-places being arranged in the style of sailors' bunks on board 
a ship. It is not More than a few hundred yards from Captain 
Heath's house, on the top of the hill. The flooring is wooden, 
raised four feet above the ground; and to the capital~ements 
of this residence is due no small amount of the contentment of 
the Chinamen, as well as their good conditions. SOrle friends 
2lE&J.!J, p. 436. 22 To Locke, February 1, 1872 (MP 5, 497). 
23To Keith & Co. (San Bartolome), June 8, 1872 (}~ Blur, 457). 
24See Stewart, Chinese Bondage in ~J Cole, Peruvians at ~I 
and Alexander J. Duffield, ~ .!!! the Guano ~ (London' I1ichard Bentley 
& ;30n, 1877). 
25To Locke, December 23, 1872 (N'P 8, 239). 
of nine ••• had previously told ne that San BartoloMe was the 
only place in which they had seen fat Chinamen in reru. Tbis 
was not surprising, for durine their dinner-tine, I saw them 
regaling on rice, and beef in great plenty. Before starting 
in the morning for their work, they all get bread and tea, and 
the whole arraneements here plainly indicate, that John China-
man would have little to compla.in of, if he were treated every-
w'here in I)eru ~ he is on the Oroya. railway line by the employees 
of j,fr. Meiggs. 
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The Chinese usually were employed on the lower sections of the 
Central Railway so that their labors tiere not lost to "soroche," al ti tude 
sickness. Soroche is caused by the i~balance of bodily and atmospheric 
pressures in high altitudes, aggravated by the deficiency of o~gen for 
breathing. It may be accompanied b.Y a ser~ation somewhat resembling sea-
sicleness, besides violent headaches, dizziness, and general debilit~. Other 
symptoms are nose-bleeds, earaches, irritability, and sleeplessness. With 
precaution, it is possible to become acclimated, but care should be taken 
to return to lower altitudes every six months. Soroche is less fatal than 
disagreeable, but it makes railroad construction for almost all except the 
mountain Indians extremely difficult. 27 
Illustrative of the day Qy day process of constructing the Centra] 
Railway are the letters of Jesse 1. \Ietmore who, it will be remembered, wi tl 
his crew, was employed in preparing the grade of the trans-summit section. 2€ 
Busy at Pachachaca, on the Yauli River, only fourteen miles from Oroya, at 
the end of June, 1871, a year later he had moved upward to the village of 
Yauli, and by September, 1872, had establisred his headquarters at Visca, 
26Ifutcr.inson, II, 65-66. 
27Iummis, p. 87, Hontgomery, p. 456; For the effects of hieh alti-
tudes see Carlos lionge, M. D., Acclimatization in the Andes, translated by 
D. P. Brown (]al timore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1948). 
28 The letters are found in a copy-book which bears (or did at one 
time) the nunoor "750." In its six hundred or so paGes are duplicates of 
the correnpondence between ~Ietmore and the l,ina office and the various 
bosses of the other labor camps. 
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only a few miles east of the Galera. tunnel site. The elevation of Pacha;oo-, 
ohaca is slightly nore than thirteen thousand feet, i'Thile that of Visco. is 
about fif'tccn thousand. The last of 1ietmore's letters is dated, "Visoa, 
February 24, 1873." Gince both Chileans and Chinese were found to be un-
suited to heavy work at these high altitudes, his laborers were all Andean 
Indians, physically adapted to life in the rarefied atMosphere. 
Unfortunately, the "serranos,1t mountain Indians, preferred abject 
pover:f7y on the brink of starvation to hard work. This plus Uc fact that 
they would not llillincly leave the region to 1ihich they belonged29 Made it 
difficult for ;'Tetmore to obtain the numbers that were required. InsearchiDt«! 
for men he often traveled to the towns of the nearb,y interior provinces. 
There lias no lack of" nen, but they were still 'l:m.sy harvestins the crops and 
therefore, "having plenty to eat, [jhei] feel independent. ,,20 Once employed 
they were considered superior to those men about Lima. 31 1Uth good super-
~ision, direction, and fair treatment, they 'Would 'VTork under the toughest 
conditions of weather and altitude. 32 However, Uetmore could not always 
prevent their seasonal return to the soil. This is clearly indicated in the 
correspondence to the IJima office, of i'Thich the fol101dne is abstracted. 
Por the most part, all the letters were written b,y ~';etnore, and his unique 
~rammar, orthography, style, and punctuation have been ~reserved.33 
29 Fa'-Tcett, p. 43. 
30Uetmore to John O. Eeiegs (Lima), Jauja, June 19, 187+ (m) IIfll). 
31John G. to John Campbell (Arequipa), October 1, 1870 (1{P 1, 568~ 
32Fal'1cett, p. 76. 
33The paee number refers to those of" letter-book number "750." 
Dater 
July 4, 1811 
July 26 
July 31 
sept. 11 
Sept. 26 
ct. 4 
c. 6 
20 
26 
4, 1812 
31 
15 
18 
21 
36 
44 
48 
49 
63 
68 
10 
12 
89 
lOla 
Men I 
145 
160 
160 
325 
230 
20 
230 
900 
100 
210 
420 
1500 
900 
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Comment: 
Pachachaca: snowing allover the l>!ountains 
They come as ManY as go away, Continaly 
changing without much increse. 
as usual Keep coming and going with little or 
no increse in nunbers. • • .11en all in good 
health. 
I start this moment for Tarna, Jauja, and 
Huancayo [SOwns lying to the east and south 0 
Oroy~ to buy the necessary articles to feed 
Men. 
I hear there are 150 more on the way her~ and 
I think that as soon as the news of my feeding 
gets into the Province, they will come along 
more willingly. 
they Keep going away on pretext of planting 
their oorn &c. A short time ago the pretext 
was the harvest, now it is the reverse. The 
health of nen very good, the feeding goes 
bravely on. 
find it very difficult to get more. All appear 
well satisfied with the feed and there are no 
complaints. 
The iTeather continues fine in general. 
all goes well exoept that it now rains every 
day and acoording to old residents the rainy 
season has begun. 
holowday week 
The weather is very rainy and unsartain. 
All in good health we have shower dayly but 
not enough to stop work and infaot it is much 
better working now than it was in June or July 
on aooount of the ground being so much softer 
to work. I an in hopes to make a good show 
this monnth if rain lets me alone. 
fiesta days 
r 
Date: 
l!ar. 15 
Mar. 21 
May 2 
lIay 15 
June 13 
.Aug. 1 
Aug. 28 
Oct. 3 
Oct. 31 
21 
26 
19 
Jan. 2, 1813 
Jan. 9 
140 
l5la 
110 
111 
113 
192 
266a 
291 
313 
416 
453 
465 
501 
520 
526 
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~ : Conment I 
1900 the work is at present at 29K., Yauli is 
28.500R, the wor~ is progreosing nicely, 
although we had very heavy rains these last 
days;--the health of Camp is good.--
950 fiestdays 
1400 -;'fork is going on well 
Yauli I P.s. Men have fallen off very much on 
aJO c£ the cosecha 5arvesS/ and the cold weathe 
500 most all of my shovel nen has gone home for 
the harvest I have sent two men into the Pro 
ence to hunt men with money to get them I am 
afraid I ohall have to pay more per day to 
hold them here; The weathr is verr,r Cold here 
now and snow with it and that has been a 
tendence to drive them off. 
I have very few men, at work, but have no 
doubt they will increase within a month, time 
of finishing the "Cosechas." 
580 am sure they will au~~ment within few weeis. 
1100 The work goes on well 
1900 everything goes well 
1100 Visca: 
900 iie have a great deal bad wheather, these last 
days. 
1100 every d~ are coming more. 
1800 
1000 though we had lately a little better weather, 
my men are still falling off, on account of 
the approaching feastdays. 
100 the wuather has been aeain very bad. 
600 th~ weather is extreMe bad. 
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lTetmore's oomments, in relation to the varying number of his men, 
disclose that there was a close correlation between weather, planting and 
harvest times, the season of religious fiestas, and the number of menactive· 
ly at work at any given time. Perhaps as an inducement to keep the men, 
l,Jetnore provided them with food and shelter. J'reviously the men had provide( 
their own food, but evidently beoause of the altitude and the difficult ter-
rain, they later were fed by the F.mpresa. 1ietmore began feeding his men at 
the end of September, 1811, with a pound of oorn and a pound of meat, pota-
toes, rice, flour, and beans all stewed together. 34 
1ietmore had almost as rru.oh trouble getting paok animals as he did 
men. Horses were not suitable beoause they oould not work in the moun-
tains. 35 Of the two hundred llamas sent from Jauja, a town looated south of 
Oraya, eight died on the way, seven were old and useless, eighty were young 
~nd could not be used for at least six months, and only one hundred fifteen 
~ere good and serviceable.36 Of the fifteen mules sent from the Ernpresa, 
jonly thirteen arrived lri th packsaddles and more than half were good for 
!nothing. 31 
Besides trying to maintain an adequate working force of men and 
animals, 1ietmore had to cope with nany other problems, a few of which are 
indicated in his correspondence. One of the most serious seemed to be get-
uing his orders for provisions, eq~ent, and supplies filled readily and 
accurately. He was sent planks of the wrong size, wheelbarrows without 
34Uetmore to John G., Pachachaoa, Septenbcr 26,1811 (MP 150, 44). 
35To Keith (Lima), Pachachaoa, June 29, 1811 (HP 150, 8). 
J6To Keith, Pachachaca, August 16, 1811 (1;1I) 150, 21). 
31To H.G. lUers (San Bartolome), Visca, October 25, l812¢·1P15O, 408). 
38It should be remembered that Iletmore's camp sites, Pachachaca, 
~auli, and Visoa, were on the eastern side of the oentral cordillera and 
Inany arduous miles from the slowly advancing terminus of the track. 
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",hecls, and the cooking stove without piping.39 ~\etmore was without stove 
coal for over three weeks and in Ita great deal of discomfort. 1I40 And be-
cause the materials to build shelters for the Indians were delayed, the 
~orkers were lying in the rain.41 
Sometimes construction was delayed because the equipment and sup-
plies had not been received. 1Jetmore had quite a bit of rock work and al-
~mys was short of powder. !<!any letterrs oontain requisitions for the explo-
sive. The two thousand barrels of powder ordered on June third still had 
~ot been reoeived by August twenty-third.4 f? rletmore believed that the only 
~ay to get his goods was for the supply depot to send an honest man toaocom-
pany the materials to the end of the traok "as otherwise they take our mate-
rial &0 for the other Camps there and we are left for a future Gocas ioE7-~,43 
Prompted by 1ietmore' s many oomplaints, John G. wrote the supplyr depot that 
Trjetmore' B orders were of the utmost importanoe and to 
Please dispatoh these with all possible speed as well as 
all future articles ordered from the other end of the Line, 
and when sending goods on !f,r. 1!etmore' s requisitions, please 
always advise Mr. Dubois of shiprtent, so t~t they rtay be 
forwarded from end of track without delay. 
~nfortunately, supplies still were delayed or inadequate, neoessitating the 
~toppage of oonstruotion and additional complaints: 
I have 240 men only, of which there are 40 miners. Con-
siguently I am using a great deal of Powder, and have now only 
50 Kegs left, therfore I beg you will send me some as soon as 
391Tetmore by Haters to Keith, Pe.ohaohaoa, June 18 ... 29, ~·!P750, 1+9). 
401ietrtore to Merri t (San Bartolome), Visoa, Jarruar.r 4, 1873 
. (IT 750, 523). 
4lTo Chandler (Rio Seoo), Paohachaca, February 1, 1872 (l,U' 750, 95' 
4 2To John G. (Lima), Pachaohaca, August 23, 1871 (MP 750, 29). 
43Wetrtore by Uaters to Keith (Lima), Pachachaoa, August 27, 1871 
(!,,~ 750, 32). 
44 John G. to II. II. Heath (Monserrate), September 14, 1871 
h,fro I::T -'" , I')A' 
r 
possible, it is not only the Miners that use so much, but I 
often have to undermine difficult places, so as to mlrst an 
openinc, or remove large rocks, a.lso I am very !1iU4§ in;'need of the mine I asked for on the 26th of September. 
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'The mine finally arrived but with ohly 150 vdrcs, which l-Tae very little 
since 'Jetmore had between eighty and one hundred blasts a. day. He immedi-
ately requisitioned more with a postscript to "Hurry up any Powder.,,46 Uet-
more even had problems when he sent his own men and mules to fetch supplies. 
lIis men waited two days in vain at the depot at Rio Seco, a point well down 
on the western side of the summit.47 Hetmore finally received more powder, 
but "several barrels were entirely empty.48 
At various times 'Iletmore asked for skilled men ~co replace those 
who were res igning, :!or example, the camp doctor who had (Ufficul ty in 
acclimating to the altitude.49 }Tetmore reminded John G. ()f his approaching 
need for a resident physician-nit is very necessary to h'~ve a Doctor here, 
as daily something may happen on the works ... 50 J3ecause 0 p the al ti tude, no 
doubt, there was less sickness, but Uetnore had his share of accidents. 
"Am sorry to say that 3 men were blown up while I \-Taa in ~ima, one of which 
has since died, the above rTaa caused by their O1m carlles ness in dischare-
iug a blast, not useing water in drawing it, after having been ordered to de 
so. ,,51 In Hay, 1872, Hetmore informed the Lima office of the death of his 
chiefmason. "He died on Saturday last in Milpo, where he was working;--the 
'piscante' 5oulderJ} fell on top of him and killed 'him .L~tantW. ,,52 The 
45To John G., Pachachaca, October 25, 1871 (MP 50, 52). 
46To John G. , IJachachaca , novenber 1, 1871 (MP 50, 55). 
47To John G., Pachachaca, ll"arch 20, 1872 (MP 75 D, 144). 
48To John G., Yauli, August 7, 1872 (1:f.P 750, 26 >a). 
49To John G. , Yauli, July 17, 1872 (!,!P 750, 232 ) . 
50To John G. , Yauli, August 7, 1872 (r.!p 750, 26 ia). 
51To John G. , Pachachaca, november 22, 1871 (Y.T 750, 58 ). 
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!following August he reported: that tI~ cbief man, Hr. J. Trapnell, got his 
:root hurt, the Doctor took it of "f. ,,53 A week later Hr. rrrapnell was still 
very weak and. it appeared to be a. case of "quien sabe. ,,54 In September Mr. 
Tropnell 1-TaS "getting better every dB\Y'tt but "the other Doctor has not arrived 
~s yet. 1I55 Finally the new Dootor with all his "family arrived at the same 
~ime that !tone man get his liggs brake.,,56 next, !,!r. 1!etnore fell with his' 
~orse and badly bruised his shoulder. 57 
Considering everything--maintaining the labor foroe of men and ani~ 
bala, begging the Lima office for the ever delB\Y'ed supplies, lacking alwa;rs 
a suffioient anount of powder, oarr,ying on amid sickness and accidents, and 
coping vd th the extremes of lfeather and 0.1 ti tude-l1etmore had a rough time. 
lYet his trials did not end. In a letter to vietmore, John G. informed him 
~hat his pay olerk, a l'T. llate:r; had "resigned. Ris accounts are very 
~rreRUlar to speak gently, and in one case, the altering of the receipt "fron 
~/7. 30 ot to 70 30 ct looks ver,y bad for him. ,,58 1ietmore was asked who was 
~hen his oashier, to whioh he replied: 
872 
As for a bookkeeper or Cashier I have none nor can I get a 
man here that I dare trust the Keys of th& safe to. So I have 
to attend to office work from 6 to 8 A.M. and then am in the 
field to 5 F.B. and tend to office work to 9 P.!:!. and I am in 
hope you will be able to send me a eood man for that birth as 
soon as Posible. A§ for Pablo Lion it was his 01m tong that 
caused his discharge he went telling all around that I cald 
him a theff wich was falce and he know it I told him it lB\Y' 
53To H.lI. Cilley (Lina), Yaul i, A'Ue,"'US t 28, 1872 (IT 750, 297). 
54 To John G. , Yauli, September 5, 1872 (MI' 750, 313). 
55To John G. , Visca, September 10, 1872 (rr 750, 317). 
56To Henry j,1oi6gs (Lir.1a), Visca, ~)eptember 13, 1872 (m) 750, 323). 
57Jacob Oehlmann to liilliam Best (Galera), Visca, September 18, 
(!,IP 150, 337). 
58John G. '.eo lietmore (Pachachaca), Lima, Januar,y 22, 1872 
(Mf 5, 443-443a). 
between him Adams & Naters and which I could not tell at that 
tiMe so he made a great splurge and ~§id to muoh and was dis-
charged for his talk by J,U-. Barkley. 
59 
Satisfied as to the honesty and trustworthiness of 'Mr. Leon and not knowing 
all the circumstances surrounding the difficulties between }.u-. Adams, Nater, 
and Leon, John G. could not help sending Leon back to Wetnore's camp. He 
reminded T;[etmore that "you know natives will talk, particularly when they 
feel sure they have a right to do sOJ and I am satisfied he was not further 
to blane. ,,60 Later John G. sent Mr. Jacob Oehlmann to be 1IetMore t s office 
. t t 61 ass~s an • 
Hetmore was forced to discharee workers for repeated offences of 
drunkenness. Sonetimes he permitted their return to the camp. Discharged 
for drunkenness, Hr. Manuel A. Dodds had asked to rejoin the crew, to which 
'!1etnore replieds "If you will promise Mr. J. G. Heiggs or Hr. Cilley that 
you will mind what I s~ and keep clear of Drink there is a place here as 
long as you want to st~ but I assure you the first tine I ketch you in 
62 licuor off you go for good." lletmore even gave 1u-. Jacob Oehlmanna secone 
chance after reporting of his behavior to John G.: 
And am verry /sorry/ to Sa::! Mr. J. 01hnan did not answer 
you about the loss of the S/5000 he was verr,y carles in not 
tending to his business and has been so for the last three 
weeks what with 1iquar and falling in love with my house 
keeper a woman that has been marr/i/ed three times an English 
woaman, and the fool is so crake he doe not know what he has 
been about, and I find in his Cash accounts of the mountb of 
April S/13l short in turning the Cash over to me love has 
been the cause with licuar hear after I will not let the keys 
59TO John G., Pachachaca, Januar,y 25, 1872 (HP 750, 443-443a) 
60John G. to l[etmore (Yauli), Januar,y 26, 1872 (J,!P 5, 467) and 
lITenr,y Meiggs by John A. Horn to 'ietnore (Pachachaca.), Januar,y 29, 1872 
(1.!P Blur, 206-207). 
6lHorn to ~{etmore (Pachachaca), Februar,y 5, 1872 (It£' Blur, 221-223 
62Uetmore to Dodds (Lima), Yau1i, Hay 15, 1872 (1IT' 750, 176). 
out of r,y hands again to any one LUrilles he goes to Lina to 
take the mounths accounts to the office and to get things for 
his ~rriag£7 he had better st~ there is ny advice to him 
and let her alone he owes me for his board for the last three 
mounths never paid a Cent of board since he has been over here, 
and has dravm all his money that is due him up to tbe first of 
May and S/40 a head on tg!s month so you can judge for your 
self 1.,hat is best to do. 
60 
[unfortunately, OehlJ:1ann didn't Llend his ways and later was discharged "for 
drunknesn and insul tine lafl6"Uage" after having be~n pardoned tw'ice. "Under 
no consideration whatever" would \JetMore have him in his camp again. 64 
A dilemma that 1[etmore had continually was the scarcity of hard 
money with "Thioh to pay the laborers. Frequently he requested tl:e l,ima 
office for silver and small bills to be included with the ~lnds for the ~­
roll and informed them that he wrote bills of excha~e for that purpose. 65 
One letter informed the horne offioe that Hetrlore was returning eleven empty 
~oney boxes, hoping that ~ore silver coins would be sent him. 66 Another 
letter asked to "Please have the kindness and send me in the future with 
every money remittance at least 1.QQQ. soles in 2 real pieoes G'ne "real It was 
~ouehly equivalent to ten cents Americ~J I have always great trouble to 
get ite,,67 
For a tirle Hetmore was able to employ laborers for less than eiglt, 
68 
"centavoes" (roughly equivalent to an American oent) per day. But in 
63uetmore to John G., Yauli, !.ray 10, 1872 (In' 750, 742-743). It 
is interesting to note that this letter was found on the very last pages of 
the cop,y-book, oonsequent1y out of chronological order. Evidently Wetmore 
~corded it here, hoping that it would be unnoticed by his office staff. 
64To John G., Visca, november 30, 1872 (Mp 750, 477). 
65To John G., Tarma, June 13, 1871 (Y-n> tlflt) and Pachaohaca, 
~u1y 31, 1871 and February 15, 1872 (lIP 750, 21 and 103). 
66To .T.C. Cotters (Lina), Paohaohaca, January 29, 1872 (1~ 750,88; 
67To John G., Tachachaca, ITarch 27,1872 (rrp 750, 151a). 
68To Keith (tima), Pachachaca, June 29, 1871 (Up 750, 9). 
r 
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order to maintain the necessar,y number of men, he shortly had to increase 
their vTages. 69 He was forced to further increase the Hages by a J~r. Monier 
who was in charge of a .. ,ork creu farther up toward the sUT:lmi t. 
Said gentleman sends commissioners over here to take my men away, 
by offerine them more wages and in order to keep my men, I had 
also to raise their iiages ;'-to common shovelem I rave to pay 
12 rs Lreali/ a. day, instead of 1 sol and to laners from 10 to 
12 soles, instead of 8 to 10 soles a weekJ--I think it ve~O 
stupid to vlork against each other, as it only injures you. 
At about this time, the middle of 1872, Peru was negotiating 
another loan and money ever,yvrhere was soarce. This scarcity eventually had 
its effect on the railroad construction. Consequently l!etmore reported: 
On Saturday evening, short before pay, I told the men, that 
they would not get paid, for some weeks, according the first tele-
graph despatch from j,n-. Cilley, but as soon as I received in Sun-
day morning the contradicting o:rc1.er, from said gentleman, I at 
once ,ide it known, but nevertheless a great many men, left the 
work. 
The next week 1ietmore was ordered to reduce the vTages. 72 Four !:lonths later 
since the financial conditions did not improve, he was ordered to close his 
Visca camp and send all his oash, tools, and material to J,~r. ililliam ~iise­
man's summit camp at Galera. 73 Mr. Hiseman was informed of these orders anc 
asked to "please reduce your force to those required for working on the tun-
nel and keep it at that 1imit.,,74 
Even the c10sine of the Visca camp was attended with diffiou1ties. 
Indians had been sent up from San J3artolome with MUles to help 1"Ti th the re-
moval of supplies, but without notice, they left with all their MUles before 
69TO Henr,y Meiggs (Lima), Pachachaca, .August 16, 1871 (MF 750, 25) 
70m 
... 0 John G. , Yauli, July 31, 1872 (gp 750, 250-251 ). 
71To John G. , Yauli, July 31, 11372 (Ia> 75O, 250). 
72To ~!. H. Cilley (Lima), Yauli, August 12, 1872 (!,n' 750, 271 ). 
73To lim. Uiseman (Galera), Visca, J'B.nUary 20, 1873 (MP 750, 529). 
,I 
i 
74 John O. to His.man, F.bruary 10, 1873 (l.!P 8, 433'. I 
I ~I 
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the work was finished. Therefore, :!etrore had to rake a final request that 
sixty or seventy mules should be sent immediately with some reliable Indians 
to whom you will please give strict orders, not to leave, until 
everything is removed to Galera, which will take us about 8 days. 
It is extrene~ll7 provoking, to be left without any mules 
ufter havine received repeated orders, fro~ both Sr. John G. 
Heiecs, an .. rell as Sr. CilleY'7:50 hurry the renoval of material 
and tools as ~uch as possible. 
These lettero of 1Tetnore, who was gradinc on the eustern side of 
the summit, are illustrative of the numerous .ilimac canyon work camps whose 
correspondence, unfortunately, does not remain. The general atnosphere, no 
doubt, was the same with the exception of the unique problens arising from 
the employment of primarily Chileans and Chinese. Because of the more dif-
ficult terrain in the Rimae canyon, fatal accidents were more common. III 
health was also ~ore prevalent. 
From the references to the Oroya line and to the problems of rail-
road construction, in general, in the company papers, the difficulties of thE 
Empresa revolved around four major areas: laborers, sickness and accidents, 
~upplies, and personnel-just as i[etmore's had done. 
There was alw'ays the shortage of laborers and the consequent searo} 
~or them-in Chile, in China, and in the mountains. 76 Some Chileans and 
phinese left their countries (in not altogether pleasant manners), but the 
~eruvian Indian even was reluctant to leave his province. Venturing so far 
p.way from their homes to w'ork on the Oroya line with its verrugas was for the 
~rovincial Indians a jouTTley to sure death. 77 Those "UtO did come, could not 
75Hetmore by Reiffo to 1·1iers (San Bartolome), Visca, February 11, 
873 (MP 750, 580). 
76Heigcs 'Yms approached "I'l'i th schenes for introducing European 
aborers, but evidently he dioregarded them. See the letters from C. Pedro 
~. Gavard, Lima, January 22, 1872 (m) IIgII) and Uellington & Black, New York 
~tali:m I,abor Company, October 16, 1874 (M}, IIjll). 
77 From Benito Arana, IIuari, Septenber 15, 1870 (nl) Ita") and from 
Tilliam IT. Dow, Ica, Harch 20, 1872 (m' "h"). 
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!be made to take proper care of tools of any kind. "If cOMplaint is made to 
78 ~hem, they simply let fall .. jhatever they have in their hands and quit. 1I 
l:'filch manpower was lost due to the ill effects of Oroya fever and 
~errugas, soroche, and other various ailments. Due to the stubborn terrain 
of the Rimae canyon, there were many fatal accidents--workers being blown up 
b,y powder, crushed ~J falling rock, and not infrequently Many miles of track 
and work camps were destroyed by land-slides and 'l-rash-outs. 79 
Continually there were problems with the supplies; in getting them 
to Peru in the first place and distributing them along the vari~~s railroad 
'ines in the second. Often they were delayed, or of poor quality or ofinsu~ 
~icient quantity, or scarce and expensive or not to be had in the market at 
~ll. Sometimes the foreign agents failed to send them b,y the fastest route 
possible because of the extra expense and thus received an admonition such 
ils ":[hen I order things in a hurry I ~ean it •••• Please always remember 
-& ----
",hat ~ to us, is money." ° 
Being superintendent of all the railroad projects, John G.'s pro-
tblems lrith the personnel were the lm.lltiplication of lTetmore's. He was for-
~ver plagued b,y drunkenness among his men and discharged many for this ren-
81 ~on. Some made gross mistakes, involving laree expenses, while dishonest 
82 ~~y clerks actually pocketed deductions from the men's wages. One wasonl, 
reprimanded for being extravagant in using the printed letter-heads forever,y 
page of his monthly report,83 lIhile another was dismiscec. D.S undesirable and 
78John G. to T:-.'VI. Flvane (New York), l~ay 17, 1870 (rp 1, 251-252). 
7911. Conercio (l,ima), Fe br<lary 27, 1872, p. 3. Land-slides n.nd 
~sh-outs are still a menace to the Central Railrmy operations. 
80John G. to J.S. Spinney (new York), April 27, 1870 (MP 1, 208). 
81 John G. b,y Sherman to J. G. Henisler (Chimbote), July 31, 1873 ~!.rp 9, 397). 
82John G. () () to Henry !~eiggs Santiago, Hay 26, 1870 MP 1, 296 • 
83John A. Horn to B.B. Fuller (Pacasmayo), October 24, 1871 
448 ). ~. MP lCo, 
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inimical to good discipline for "havine abused the confidence reposed in him, 
rmd havine 'Ivritten charges against the officers of the Oroya Railway, ,rhich 
lave upon investigation been found utterly untrue.,,84 Oocasionally there 
Tere d.iffcronces between various line bosses, but the lima office positively 
~eclined to interfere, because if the home offioe had to settle allmisunder-
~tandines, no time would be left for any other business. 85 
There are scores of' letters in the Heiees rapers expressine the 
)ourtesy of Henry !!:eiggs and his Empresa. A variety of letters to the line 
,ffioials on the railroads in progress asked that every courtesy, attention, 
nd facility be extended to speoial friends of Don ~nrique traveling over 
vhe lines. These friends inoluded the British Consul, Thomas J. lfutchinson; 
Don Jose Maria Zavala, an artist oommissioned to make sketohes for Heiggs; 
Jill iam R. Hurl burt, one of the editors of the Uew York l{orld; Fi tz-Roy Cole, 
Ul English visitor who later wrote of his travels in Peru; and others. In 
;1.11 oases the officers and eMployees of the r,~eiggs nnpresa ,rere to furnish 
ransportation, either Qy rail or aniMals, to give hospitality at any of the 
~",.mpa, and to eive "every respect, oonsideration, and attention. ,,86 
Often the use of the "Favorita" was :put at the disposal of digni-
aries, diplomats, speoial friends, and business associates. 87 The Favorita 
ras a self-propelled steam inspeotion salon-a tiny lOCOMotive "Thich shared 
154John G. to V.G. BoB'lle (San Hateo), June 12, 1873 (rT 9, 211). 
85John G. Qy Sherman to 1:l.J. Hash (Chimbote-Huaraz Railroad), 
iarch 5, 1874 (rT 10, 265). 
86 Henry Hciegs 'b-J Charles S. Rand to T.J. Hutchinson (Callao) and 
~o E.C. DuBois (Hol1endo), February 15, 1872 (MP 5, 578+579)J John G. to J. 
1"3.l':'li1 ton (Iquique), to G. Huneens (Santiago), to G. Johnson (rl!ollendo), and 
f'0 J. Campbell (Arequipa.), June 14, 1873 (MP 9, 218-221); John G. to Officers 
i1.nd Employees of the Oroya Ra.11.way, June 17 (MP 9,232-233), and Cole, p .. 20'], 
rresent day operations have not oha~~ed heoause the author also was given 
'every respeot, consideration, and attention." 
87FrOl':'l D.J. Hilliamson, Consulate of the United States (Callao), 
~ebru[:ry 27, 1874 (IT "j"); Meiggs by Sherman to G. Petrie (Callao) and. to 
• Hathison (LiMa), Harch 28 and 30, 1874 (lfl' 10, 323 and 324). 
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a frame with a small coach. The deoor tended to be lavish on both sections 
of the whole. It took four men to run it--engineer, fireman, conductor, and 
88 brakeman. The 1,425 oubic foot engine was a Rogers Forney costing, exclu-
sive of freight to Peru, $11,000 in United states currency. John G. stated 
~hat it "ras a very useful engine on the Oroya Road, saving the use of a 
~rain ItllUndreds of times. u89 
Various oourtesies were extended to employees, such as reductions 
in fares over the lines, and on passage to and fron Peru after the employee 
~ad been with the company more than two years. 90 Employees' mail was more 
pertain of reaching its destination being forwarded through the Empresa, and 
a portion of one's salary could be sent to relatives outside Peru. Also 
~mployees who were severely hurt on the line were usually found another job 
~ithin the office 
~oot at Visca. 9l 
as, in the case of ~,Ietmore' s Hr. Trapnell who had lost his 
Don Enrique wrote many letters of recow~endation for his 
and faithful men. papable 
The Lina office often acted as a link between Don Enrique's men 
~nd their distant relatives. John G. quieted the worries of one motherabou1 
~er son with the following note: 
it affords me pleasure to inform you that, at last accounts, 
your Son Frederic was enjoying excellent health. 92 
The place 1-There he is now employed-called ~1a.tucana, 
possesses a delightful climate, so much so, that, invalids 
go there from here and derive great benefit from the change. 
88Fawcett, pp. 307-308. 
89Henry r-feiggs by John G. to John Slater (Concepcion, Chile), 
A.ugus t 8, 1874 (MP 11, 133). 
90neiggs also had reciprocal freight reduction privileees among 
lis business associates. See the letter of John G. by Sherman to Jacob 
Backus (Pacasm~o), December 31, 1874, concerning the National Company of 
3teamers. (MP 11, 398). 
91John G. to Uetmore (Visca), lJovember 25, 1872 (HP 8, 98). 
92r~tucana, located fifty-seven miles from Lima at an altitude of 
~,840 feet, is slightly above the area which fell prey to Oroya fever and 
lrerrugas. 
You lTlay bo glad to know that I consider your Son as one 
of my most faithful & reliable aosistants'9jnd his conscientious 
discharge of his duties is not overlooked. 
66 
Another enployee, a Joseph Hhite, was informed that Meiggs had 
liritten his relatives who evidently were not'receiving his frequent letters. 
lfui te iMMediately wrote his eMployer to "1'lease accept rry most sincere thanla! 
for having written fjrry relntiveiZ-i t will be the means of abating all uneasi-
~eBs concerning me. ,,94 
The relatives outside Peru were informed of the demise of their 
f.l.oved ones by the Lima offioe and 1,ere sent any remaining salary and persona. 
~ffects. Close contact was kept with the Dnelish and United States Consuls 
~o readily do this. Meiggs oftentimes counseled against the removal of the 
remains from Peru because of the trouble and f9JCpense involved. 95 In one 
instance, considerable correspondence with the relatives was occasioned to 
~ttend to formalities so that the requireMents of an insurance company could 
~e satisfied and the widow could receive the monetary value of the clothing 
~eft by the deceased. 96 In another instance, it required two letters in 
prder to sell shares of an investment left by the deceased to the bestadvan-
~age of his heirs. 97 
One unfortuna.te lady from the United States, Anna Rosa Heath, was 
~iving with her husband in Peru. Within a few weeks, she lost both her hus-
~nd and his brother, who had also been in Peru. Consequently she wa.s left 
93Henry Meiees by John G. to Hrs. R.A. 1,!erritt (Oakland, Califor-
nia), Hay 11, 1874 (MP 10, 391). 
94From Joseph 1illite, C.E. (Camp Yuracpampa, Chimbote &: Huarez 
Railroad), Hay 7, 1874 (-r.W IIjlt). 
95Henry Ueigge to !,!rs. Daniel Fraser (Napa City, California), 
fay 5, 1874 (In> 10, 374). 
I, 96 John G. to Mrs. Ann Kerr (Brooklyn), August-February, 1873-1874 
)U' 9, 485, 501-502, 532, MP 10, 193 and 235). 
97 John G. to George Upton (Salem, l,mss.), October 27, 1874 and 
December 23, 1875 (1,n> 11, 284-285, 733). 
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"qui te alone and destitute. II Frot'! the time of her bereavenent, she had been 
staying at the hOr.Je of a Heiggs relative and had been seriously ill. Meiggs 
wrote letters to the United States in order to locate her family beoause she 
had no future in Peru. 98 
It is presumed that the adage--sow sympathy, reap dollars-was a 
favori te of J':eieeo, and that in it is found the explanation of muoh of his 
open-handed charity.99 Don Enrique's men knew him to be a sentimentally 
generous father type and appealed to him 'Then in trouble-financial or othel! 
wise. !JJ:any such letters and their subsequent "thank-you" notes are found ill 
the letter bundles. A resume of Don Enrique's philanthrophy would be too 
100 lengthy for presentation here, but attention is draiffl to a few lettera 
which solicited such open-handedness. 
One suoh was a reques t for a helping hand from the Overland Uontlil' 
,,[hioh in its A.uguot, 1871, issue contained a sketoh of Heiges. They ap-
proaohed him in this manner: 
Your enterprises have and are opening vast regions of oompara-
tively unknown territor,y, and artioles about there we exneot 
from time to time to inoorporate into our well spoken of maga-
zine. So far as we are a'~re but few oopies find their way to 
your seotion of the world, and, to enoourage us in an under-
taki:tJ.g whioh we reluotantly adrni t has not yet attained a paying 
point, we oor~end it to your kind oonsideration, asking, as an 
old San Franoisoan and one whose great resouroes w£Bld allow it, 
a substantial reoognition of its undoubted merits. 
A note on the letter read, "answered Ootober 21, 1871, enolosing Draft on 
San Franoisoo for SlOOO United States Gold .. 11 
98John G. to C.C. Fulton, Baltimore Amerioan Offioe (Baltimore)an< 
S.A. Sheppard (Visalia, California) November 20, 1874 (If.P 11, 335 and 336). 
99Stewart, 1'1'. 39 and 255. 
~{eiges' s 
100 Fawoett, 1'. 43. See also Stewart's biography for a resume of 
philanthrophy, 1'1'. 251-255. 
101 From John 1'. Carmany & Company, Publishers & f--roprietors (San 
Fran 0 is 00), Augus t 1, 1871 (MP "bit). 
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Notes on letters fro~ Chile requesting Money for differ~nt schools 
are these I "'I1ake two Scholarships and arrange ivi th 'Jatson and J.~eiB'gs-Iwil' 
~rite ~[atson and l'~eiggs accordingly-ans1fered Septenber 16, 1871, @ $500.00'" 
a.nd "draft on Ossan Conpany for $250.00--ansl'1ered February 14, 1872. ,,102 On 
~nother letter fro~ a woman in Uevada who wrote lengthily of a friend in need 
is this note of Don r<..nriquet "She is a good girl-Tell her so in carinosos 
1W0rds & say that I have had the pleasure of satisfying her friend-answered 
~~arch 8, 1872. ,,103 
There are numerous letters requesting loans or out-right gifts of 
~oney from complete strangers. Often these letters were answered, sometimes 
~ith money, and sometimes without. 
Other more personal letters were found addressed to Don Enrique 
!from friends in the United States, F.hrope, and South America. Shortly before 
~is departure from Peru, the United States Envoy, having received a compli-
tnent fro~ T!eiggs, remarked that "a co~pliMent coning fron you who have done 
po much for the welfare and progress of humanity is one thnt I ohall never 
~orget, and I feel assured that your future will be as brilliant as has been 
vour past. 11104 An old friend in California reported that Henry's portrait 
~as hanging upon the walls a.t Pioneer Hall,105 and that upon seeing it a 
",oung gentleman from Lima cried, "AM Don EnriqueU Don Enrique!!" and wen1 
off in "nost voluble Spanish ••• the sight of your portrait ca.rried him off 
Ibis English feet~o to speak-so rapidly that he gallopped in Spanish. ,,106 
102From F. Trumbull, (Valparaiso), Aur;ust 15, 1871 (MP "f") and 
I:rrom J.M.Y. Guzman (Santiago), January 11, 1872 (Np IIhu). Uatson and Heiggs 
in Valparaiso and Ossan Company in ~)antiago were among Don Enrique's 'business 
~sociates in Chile. 
103From J. DO'\\TJling (Virgini& City, Nevada), January 1, 1872 ~n> "gl~ 
I04From A.F. Hovey, Legation of the United States of America 
(Lima), September 9, 1870 (Up "011). 
105From Sr,wth Clark (San Francisco), november 3, 1870 (Up lib"). 
l06From Henry Potter (San Francisco), ~)eptonber 16, 1873 (m) "b"). 
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\.nother friend traveling in Chile was ufarine so royally" at lreiggs' s home 
n Santiago with Henry's son, Manfred and his family, making the friend's 
stay very pleasant, that the friend wrote to Don Enrique in Lima. "If this 
I'lere my bouse &. grounds-I 1'l"ould try hard to stay uith it-or take it with 
me-if business required me to live in other places. I think you are fore-
going much pleasure that you must enjoy keenly when livinG' here. III07 
A young la.dy, formerly of Iima., wrote Meiggs fror.! Brooklyn thank-
ng him for letters expressing his kind sympathy on the death of her father. 
3he probably stated ivhat most people "rho had ccme to know Don bnrique might. 
3he thanked God that. 
in our affliction he has left us good friends who feel for us. 
I hope that you do not think me ungrateful or that ~ troubles 
have made me forget my darling father's dearest friend and I 
was going to say our second father to whom we shall ahrays be 
grateful for his many acts of kindness and friendshif08nd to 
"\-rhom we shall always give our respect and affection. 
(HI' "gil). 
(HP "ilt). 
l07FroI'l John McGee (Quinta Heiggs, Santiago), november 18, 1873 
See the description of the Heiggs mansion in Steuart, pp. 33-37. 
l08From Elena Thorne de La Torre Dueno (Brooklyn), March 30, 1877 
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C ill.PrER IV 
TIm CEUTIH.L H.AIJJ~;AY-THE PERUVL;\,fJ scmm 
Sone Peruvian landolmers were unfriendly to the construction of 
i~he Central Railway. Often the right of way had to be purchased at a cost 
"ery much beyond the value of the land. By the terms of the contract the 
government conceded to the contractor, gratuitously, public lands necessar,r 
lPor the right of way. The acquisition of private ci tizens~' land llOUld be 
pxpedi ted by the government rut paid for by the contractor as 'Ilould any 
1 ~mages suffered Qy private persons. Immediately upon commencement of the 
pentral Railway construction, land troubles were encountered. The government 
? ~acilitated matters by passing a decree designed to speed the expropiations~ 
md John G. let it be known that he would not submit to any exorbitant 
iamages. 3 
Clear title to the right of way bet'Teen Callao and Lima had already 
been secure~4 but the owner of an estate called Vicenti10, five miles above 
uima, ,;as resisting. John G. said that the owner, a Mr. Marou, was "disposed 
to grab. I shall not submit to anything wrong, but shall deposit 8/50,000 
md fightll ,,5 Construction was continuing "nth the grade finished seven 
lY,fonteomer,r, p. 461. See the terms of the contract , above, 1'. 12. 
2John G. to Hill (l.!ollendo), J!arch 12, 1870 (HI' 1, 64a). 
3 John G. to Henr,r Jc~eiegs (Santiago), 1.pril 10, 1870 (IT 1, 148). 
4 John G. to Hill (H01lendo), March 20, 1870 (HI' 1, 81). 
5John G. to Henr,r Meiggs (Santiago), April 26, 1870 (MP 1, 201). 
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~iles beyond Lima exoept for one thousand meters of heavy work through the 
~ioen~ilo Estate. 6 John G. had tried to arrange the matter amioablywith t~ 
~~rou, but 1arou olaimed that his estate was ruined and demanded S/80,000 
for damages. John G. estimated the damages as no more than any of the other 
estates through whioh the right of w~ had passed. After a personal inspec-
tion, John G. oould s~ "positively that l1fu.rW suffers less than many 
others who have made no pretensions." Unfortunately, an agreement oould not 
be reaohed. lfu.rou obtained a oourt order to stop the work. Consequently, 
John O. applied to the government whioh prepared to give the railroad pro-
teotion with an armed foroe, if necesoar,r, and oor.~anded the court to which 
!mrou had applied, to commence expropriating the property. 
Shortly it was discovered that Marou had made a false declaration 
conoerning his ownership. He was, in reality, only one of many heirs and 
the property, with a number of mortgages against it, was in the procegs of 
settlement. John G. learned that a Mr. Ureta of Arequipa held one mortgage 
of over S/50,000, the same sum previously offered T,fu.rou for the right of waj1 
Meanwhile there were rumors of preparations being made to oppose the rail-
road all the way to Cooaohaora, about thirty-six miles from Callao. There-
fore, John G. felt that the Vioentilo Estate oomplioations "must oome to a 
fight, as an example. • • is required to make other settlenen-;-:asy. ,,7 Jom: 
O. heard another rumor, than an owner who admitted S/30,000 was a "fair 
prioe" for his land, would "eas ily make Don Enrique pay s/ 50,000" for the 
right of way. However, in conneotion with these "unpatriotic" landowners, 
John G. felt oonfident that with the assistance of the government "Ue shall 
8 beat them ever,r timeU It 
6The facto conoerning the difficulties with the Vicentilo Estate 
are from a letter of John G. to IIenr,r (santiag~, May 4, 1870 (MP 1, 212-214). 
7John G. to Henr,r (Santiago), April 26, 1870 (1fl> 1, 201). 
8 John G. to Henr,r (Santiago), May 4, 1870 (l!P 1, 212-214). Nothi~ 
more was found in the Heiggs Pa.pers conoerning the Vioentilo Estate contro-
versy, but it is assumed that the matter was settled in favor of ].ieiggs. 
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Another annoyance was occasioned by the management o£ the old 
Callao and Lima Railway. In 1848 an English Company had been granted a 
concession to build this railway which later was extended another eight 
miles to Chorrillos, suburb of Lima. The first train passed over the abbre-
~iated road in 1851. The Central Railway contract permitted no public traf-
£ic between Callao and Lima until the monopoly of the earlier railway came 
to an end. The management o£ the Callao and Lima Railw~ objected to the 
immediate use by Heiggs o£ his orm completed portion o£ railroad as a viola-
tion of the terms o£ their 1848 concess ion. 9 John G. vOvTed to ngo on with 
the track until the Governnent or the Strong arM of the law in some shape 
10 prevents mo." The Iv!eiggs position was that the carrying o£ materials for 
a railroad which was to extend beyond Lima would not conflict with the rights 
claimed by the opposing group until the ~~iggs road should be opened £or 
public use. John G. declared that the Callao and IJima Railway management 
had themselves used this exouse "to procure an extension o£ their privilege. 
In fact, they took £our years." By this he meant that the older road had 
insisted successfully that its twenty-five year monopoly should beconsiderec 
as extending from the date when the road was opened to the public ratherthal 
from the day when locomotives began to haul materials used in construoting 
it. ll 
An ingenious method of winning his point occurred to John G. which 
~e described to Don r~rique in the same letter in which he discussed the 
12 Vicentilo Estate controversy. Having obtained clear title to the rieht of 
~fay, John G. assumed that "a person has a right to run a railway through his 
own land. It However, in us ing this reasoning, it 'ti'as necessar.r to "defor ill 
estimates up to Lima, and absolutely own the road ~ land." Therefore, 
9Stewart, pp. 68 and 188. 
10John G. to lrenr,y (Santiago), April 20, 1870 (MF 1, 183). 
IlJohn G. to 17.1'i. Evans (Nell York), April 21,1870 (1,u) 1,165). 
12John G.' to Henr,y (Santiago), May 4, 1870 (1.rP 1, 212-214). 
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estimates f'or work oompleted, on the basis of' 1'Thich periodical payments nere 
to be made, oould not be issued on the portion of' the road bet1i'een Callao 
and JJima. It , .. as hoped, hOifever, to ItMru\:c a.rrt'.ne0~!ents f'or equivalent esti-
Mates above IJima /30 be paid in advanc.iJ to compensate us f'or lrithholding 
those f'rom Callao to Lima." In this .. my IieiG'Gs l.ould remain tl::o sole o,mor 
of' the road between Callao and LiMa. and could use it as he oa.w f'it. In 1876 
af'ter the monopoly of' the older rail'Hay expired, the neiggs railroad bet~veen 
Callao and LiMa was turned over to the government and opened to publio traf'-
f'io. This probably would not have been permitted, had Don Enrique's influ-
enoe been less. 13 
B,y the aot passed Januar.y 15, 1869, Peru negotiated for a seoond 
loan with whioh to build the Arequipa-Puno and the Callao-Oroya nailw~s. 
During the spring and summer of 1870, since work had already begun on these 
lines, Meiggs was urgently awaiting the successful emission of the bonds. 
John G. described the situation to Mr. D.R. Hartin, proba.bly a New York :pur-
chasing agent, asking if a settlement could be made at a later date. The 
Empresa lfas borrowing heavily and naturally would be ver-J low on funds the 
first year i-1hi:b the bonds were beine sold. 14 The future soon looked brighte 
iii th the sucoessfUl subsoription of' the bonds, but unfortunately, the Franoo-
I'russian Har injeoted an element of 'VTOrT,1 and loss into !~eigcs' s finanoial 
life. HOiT it affected the seoond installment of the bonds, John G. ex-
plained in a seoond lett or to ~rartin: 
Just at the present moment we are .ill. adrift olTine to the ~lar 
in Lurope. The Bonds for the Railways were emitted at 82~~ 
which was an excellent price. The first installment of l7t~,t 
1ms pretty generally paid 1:ut the second of' 15% due 15' Augt 
has not, and will not be :paid, owing to the "stay law" passed 
by the Letislature of' Prance granting 30 days grace to all 
debtors, and whioh term we fear very much may be extended. In 
l3stewart, p. 189; Fawcett, p. 193. 
l4John G. to :D.R. Martin (New York), Hay 20, 1870 (1,!P 1, 254-255). 
the meamrhUe the Bonds have fallen say 10;6 and are only nomi-
nally quoted at that depreciation All of these events keep us 
short, as .ve had nade condit iona!5arraneements 'Hhich in ordinary 
events would have nade us easy--
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'ffUliam Herrick, John G.'s brother-in-law in Oswego, new York, was 
told more candidly that the war was playing "the devil with us temporarily, 
but I hope the cursed thing will soon be ended, and that the man who startec 
it will be .vi thout a place to live-- ~{e are all well, full of hope, full Oil 
16 
vim, and with God's blessing we hope to be :full of cash in the end. 1t To 
another new Yorker he wrote, "I hope the next mail will bring us neUB of thE 
final close of the Career of Napoleon No 4 ~'ic7 He has cost us at least a 
nUlion, and if I had him here he would eat choked_tt17 The financial 
worries contirmed, compounded by the death of Hr. John Freundt, lV:eiges's' 
agent in London. The suddenness of his death prevented the transfer of 
Don l"hrique's pOi-Ter of attorney to another person, consequently all ship-
18 
ments had been stopped. The knowledge of Freundt's death coincided with 
the sudden death of John G.'s daughter and further conplications caused by 
the Franco-Prllssian i'Tar. The August installment of the bonds had not yet 
been paid, and Dreyfus was confined to Paris by the siege of the Prussians. lC 
}Thile the .. rar was affect ing his cOl"'mercial and financial affairs, 
and while the Peruvians, much aeitated over the Dreyfus contracts, were 
20 
arguing over the loans, Meigg's was trying desperately to continue with thE 
railroad construction. He appointed ifer. F. M. Schwarz as his new London 
power of attorney, and informed his other agents, Lockhart and Tozer, that 
l5John G. fo D.R. Martin (Hew York:), September 20, 1870 ¢'rPl, 542). 
l6John G. to H. II. Herrick, September 20, 1870 (MP 1, 545). 
l7John G. to Ed."\fard A. Jarvis, Septenber 20, 1870 (1.rP 1, 547). 
l8JOhn G. to Campbell (Arequipa), October 10, 1870 (MP 1, 580-581 \ 
19John G. to Thorndike (AreQuipa), October 10, 1870 (lIT' 1, 584). 
20<:, L . 
,)ee ev~n, 1'1'. 104-105 and Stewart, p. 268. 
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he had requested 1Ir. Schwarz to employ them as brokers. l!.eieG'S indicated 
that it would have afforded him great pleasure to have appointed their firm 
as power of attorney, "but you knOv.T th<::re are ',fbeels ,dthin 'l'!heels,' and I 
have found it inconvenient to do so. ,,21 Hr. Tozer acknovlledced !,!eiggs' s 
decision in a Novenber letter which expressed sone concern about Dreyfus. 
It seems as though the position you desired for us and for 
1,Ir. Sch'l'rarz might be upset by the determination of Hn Dreyfus...-
-:;re devoutly hope that you will not be necessitated to any such 
action-- Our previous experience of Eankers consciences-and 
a reviewal of lb.'. Dreyfus conduct to poor Freundt & subsequently, 
does not encourage us in the prospect of your interests being 
exclusively in his hands- I should think that Dreyfus had 
ple.nty to attend to of his own important Concern-. • • • 
Unfortunately l:r. Dreyfus is a refueee here from Paris and has 
time to attack this thing LFeiges's busines~ & has boldly done 
so--but I am uncharitable enough to say that it is in his self 
Interest only-which would allfays be his chief aim-
I can only hope that you may be able to confirm the l-Thole 
position to l~r. Schwarz-who is an honorable painstaking man--
but should necessity compel you to accept l!r. Dreyfus-then in 
your interest certainly as well as in our own, make it a condi-
~ that he employs us aS2~eretofore & d~nt leave yourself 
unres~rvedly i~ his hands. 
In a private letter to ]feiges, Schuarz wrote, "Hr. D seems to have immense 
power over Peruvian affairs and to aim at a general control, including your 
businesc. 1I23 This seemed to be the case-at least in respect to Peruvian 
~ffairs, as the following uneasy financial years confirmed. Tozer reported 
n December that trade had been much paralyzed by the lI~rretched dreadful 1lar 
~hich still goes on badly as Ever &, no siens of its terminationS!!" He 
21Henry Meiggs to Lockhart and Tozer (liverpool), October 13, 1870 
I IT' 1, 590-591). 
22 
FrO!:'1 James H. Tozer, London, :Uovember 17, 1870 (MF IIb"). 
23F:rom F. n. Schwarz, London, December 31, 1870 (MP "m"). 
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continued that it was a pity that lfeigge's supply of powder, then costing 
;'10 a ton, had not been ordered as "anyone could have foreseen that 1far 
would put .ill2. powder &. put ~ rails. ,,24-
Throug'Pout 1870 !~eiges suffered much anxiety concerning the sale 
of the Peruvian bonds. He was still worried in 1871 when the sale of the 
bonds was affected by negotiations for another loan. The difficulties whioh 
he enoountered in colleoting his funds for the Contral Railway and the othe! 
sirnul taneous railroad OOl'1..struction increasingly hounded him. Hr. Schwarz, 
in a letter addressed to 1.!eiggs' s agent in Ifew York, reported that l!eiggs 
had sent hir.t a oow of a letter to Dreyfus in whioh Meiges "really writes 
~ery urgently about a credit for at least ;.80,000 but he still treats it as 
a favor of M:r. Dreyfus not as a right to ask. ,,25 
It seemed that Dreyfus was beCOMing r.tore involved 1>ri th the l!eigga 
l~p:resa. Dreyfus Brothers were probably the IIwheels wi thin Tfheels" that 
prevented Henry frOM appoihting the firm of Lookhart and Tozer as his London 
power of attorney and forced the discontinuance of Schwarz actine in that 
capaci ty. 26 Another London agent, IJr. James Stahl, had reason to COMplain 
of Dreyfus, but did so in a letter to Heiges's agent in Valparaiso, in which 
fhe explained the reason for shipment delays. All letters, contraots, and 
invoices had to be sent first to Dreyfus for signature. 
~eal of extra trouble, work, and delay was occasioned. 
naturally a great 
Stahl didn't think 
[the Method oould be altered beoause "!i;r. D wants to be kept well informed of 
everything." He was ''truly sorry and ashamed to read letters in which 
::r. l.1e1ggs begged for 'God's sake' to send SOMe Powder as soon as possible." 
~he order for pOvTder arrived 'tfhen mrope, in the midst of lfar, was unsettlec\ 
~though Stahl kept pressing him, Dreyfus could not spare the money for the 
tpurohases. "The consequence was that not only MUch valuable tine had been 
24FrOM Tozer, London, December 31, 1870 (rrP lib"). 
25Copy of the letter from Schwarz, London, January 21, 1871 tc 
~oseph Spinney (Nelf York), (rrp "mit). 
26 To r,reiggs frOM ~)ch;TO.rz, London, February 16, 1811 (T,rr' "m"). 
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lost, but that I also had to buy afterwards in a high narket, Qy which two 
flnfortunate blunders, a considerable sum has been lost to Mr. I feiggs.,,27 
The }'eruvian bonds of 1870 'Ifere still rena::,'kable low due partly to 
~he apprehension of further large loans and conflict of opinion with regards 
~ th d' t 28 It ld b II t f' '1 f til t b' t 1,,0 e guano epos 1. s. iyOU e a graa l.nanCU  ea 0 rul£' ou 
Po new' loan at a fair price. The London aeent, Sclnmrz, was of the opinion 
~hat a few thousand pounds should be expended in collecting, preparing, and 
publishing I)eruvian statistics, for example, a compariGon of real estate 
~alue in and about Lina between 1850 and 1870. ThiG ",",ould show an enormous 
~ncroase of wealth and would demonstrate to the financial public that Peru 
could easily bear taxes for the interest and redemption of loans quite 
tindependent .2! Guano. It Therefore, a eovernrent loan .. d thout allusion to 
~ano could be brought out at a fair price. 29 
Unfortunately, the nelT loan of *'15,000,000 was a conplete failure.30 
~t nas brought to the public in the early J':lonths of 1872 at 77-~:'o and the 
public took only ~230,OOO. Its poor reception was due, no doubt, to the 
n.otation of the French loan, the Alabama claims controversy between the 
nited States and Great Britain, and the attacks upon the Peruvian finances 
!l.nd public-worJr..s program. 31 Meamrhilc Dreyfus ,'ras refusing to honor orders 
Por funds given !,!eiggs by the eovern1'!ent until after the 1872 bonds should 
~ve been issued. 32 The financial horizons continued to deteriorate. 
27From Janes Stahl, London, August 1, 1871 to Charles T{ataon 
LtValparaiso), (~!p "mil). 
28 To !:eiggs from SChl'l'arZ, London, August 1, 1871 (MP "mit). 
29Prom Schwarz, December 1, 1871 (np "mit). 
30Eotl1oen 1862 and 1875 the Peruvian sol .ms worth slightly less 
han the .A.merioan dollar and about one-fifth of tbe English pound sterling. 
ee above, note 14, p. 7. 
3lstewart, p. 273. 
32John G. to Campbell (Arequipa), Januar"'.f 31, lS72 (TU) 5, 484-485 ~ 
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There was considerable agitation in the "Taging of the presidential 
campaign which culminated in the July 22nd to 27th, 1872 Gutierrez brothers' 
revolution, a six-day blood-bath which ousted the Ea.l ta governnE3nt. 33 -'When 
order had been reotored, l~anuel I'a:::,d~ as the rir:,htfully el<'cted president, 
had the impossible task of bringing Peru out of its financial chaos. The 
future of 1~eigcs, who was courageously and optimistically continuing the 
construction of the railroads contracted under Eal tn, now .. TaS clependent on 
the Pardo ad:ninistration's solution of Feruvian finances since the govern-
ment was supposedly :paying Meiees for the construction of tne many railroads 
These .. <ere anxious days for Don }~nrique without any nore anple funds. Con-
sequently, decisions "rare nade to cut dOim expenses, to reduce ww.;cs, and to 
consolidate canp6. 34 r,Ieiggs continued to borrow heavily, mainly from Drey-
fus. It is presumed that J.reiggs was forced to write nany letters such as 
the following, which referred to tho settlement not yet made to the estate 
of the late John Freundt. 
In ITY letter of November 13th, 1871, to 1-Thich you refer, I 
distinctly stated the reasons for the delay in settlement, rea-
sons which exist today in arcater force: viz, that I had not 
received from the Peruvian Governnent large sun~ due me on con-
tracts already taken and partially fulfilled, and vTOuld remit 
on securine such payments. 
The indifferent success of the late Peruvian loan, and the 
financial needs of the Government have prevented ne from satis-
fying many equitable claims, and until the situation shall iM-
pro~e'3~t will not be convenient for me to remit the balance you 
cla~m. 
The financial picture in 1873 remained dark. In a January letter 
[to the Valparaiso agen-~s, ~ratson and !::eiggs, John G. indicated that "at the 
33Sce Ifutchinson, II, 1-16 for an eyewitness account of much that 
Ivook place durine the Outierrez brothers' revolution. See also Stewart, 
~p. 280-287, for a sunMar,y. 
34See the directions sent to iTetrlore at Visen, above, p. 61. 
35uenr'J 1-~eiGes by John G. to L. Keatine (IJondon), December 19, 1872 
(!,T 8, 214-215). 
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present monent, it is sinp1y impossible to procure a pound. 1I36 A week latex 
he inforned them that Dreyfus refused to grant further credits on England 
until the fo110vring month 1fhcn credits would be limited to ~25 ,000. "l~e are 
almost in a state of 'Panio' for "rant of bills on England. Last mail steame, 
1,1essieurs Dreyfus :Brothers b.::ld applications for More than ~1 ,000,000 ster1i~ 
and could only draw ~0,OOO.tl37 On February twelfth, John G. direoted the 
Valparaiso oOr.Jr.:ercia1 house to discontinue all shipments for the time beine, 
sinoe exohance for Making pay rent could not be had. He repeated this direo-
tion on j,!arch fifth, because the future was "more olouded than ever. ,,38 
Shortly after gaini~~ office, Pardo instituted a procrar.J of dOMes-
tic refom. Three of the measures lTere nnmioipal decentralization aimed at 
developing civil responsibility and a possible increase in looal taxes; an 
export tax on the fast-growing nitrate industry in the southern desert; and 
an inorease in the oustone duties. Of these, only the higher tariff yielded 
appreoiable results. The Peruvian finanoes, however, remained in a critioa1 
state. Pardo, who had been strongly opposed to the ori~inal Dreyfus con-
tract, wished to relieve the country of the Frenohman's hold. He was faced 
,rith the alternatives of either suspending at once the 'Work on the railroads 
or of continuing the efforts to procure funds for their completion. The 
former was politioally unwise because during the years of unlimited expendi-
tures, the people were taught to associate their happiness and well-being 
dth the oonstruction of railroads. A suspension was economically and 
!3ocially unwise because it vrould discontinue the "I'Tages of some twenty thou-
nand peop10 employed on the 1-Torks and would cause the cessation of the 
~mportation of construotion material and the dislocation of many associated 
36 John G. to )';atson and r~eiggs (Valparaiso), January 15, 1873 
(MP 8, 337). 
37 ( ) January 22, 1873 MP 8, 366-367 • 
38 (MP 8,449 and 519). 
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aotivities. This would result in an immediate and exoeedingly grave indus-
trial and oommeroial orisis from which would stem a social crisis and pos-
sibly another revolution. 39 
Harassed b,y relentless political opposition, embarrassed b,y fre-
quent riots, and convinced that the welfare of the country demanded the oom-
pletion of the railroads, Pardo, with no funds, was foroed to negotiate with 
Dreyfus. This time, however, provisions were made to lessen and ultimately 
to eliminate the influenoe of this powerful French oommercial house. On 
April 15, 1874, another oontraot was signed whereb,y Dreyfus would meet the 
semiannual interest oha~es on the foreign debt for three semesters--
July 1, 1874. January 1, 1875, and July 1, 1875. After the later date, the 
~overnment was authorized to export, or to permit others to export, guano to 
all markets in order to p~ the interest on the foreign debt itself. Drey-
fus's unexported portion of the two million tons of guano, contraoted for in 
1869, was set at eight hundred fifty thousand tons. This left a balanoe of 
~even million soles to be paid the governMent in four hundred thousand-sol 
monthly installments. An important olause in the oontract was the setting 
of a time limit to the previously unlimited Dreyfus monopoly in guano sales. 
~evertheless, little advantage oame to the Peruvian government from the 
return to the consignment system. The guano deposits were nearly exhausted 
and of poor quality_ In the markets there was competition, the nitrates 
!wi th the guano and Dreyfus with the C0111:3 ignees. Therefore, the prioe of 
~ano declined rapidly.40 
In 1874 and 1875, the PeruVian nation passed through a dilemma 
!with four primary aspects: a guano crisis, a fiscal crisis, a banking and 
oredit crisis, and a monetary orisis, The whole was the manifestation of 
the impending collapse of the long-sustained guano boom. The guano orisis 
~as oaused by smaller shipments and lower prices, resulting from overproduo-
~ion and competition of other fertilizers. The fiscal crisis was brought on 
39 Stewart, pp. 292, 298-299. 40 ~., pp. 300-302. 
r 
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chiefly because of the absorption of public revenues b.y the interest of the 
foreign debt. The banking and credit crisis was the result of the drain of 
public expenditures (for the public-works program and the interest of the 
foreign debt) on the supply of local capital. The monetarJ crisis was due 
to the flow abroad of silver money, exported when the exchange market could 
not furnish the necessar,y bills. These were the resultine complications of 
the railway fever which Pardo attempted to cure.4l 
In the middle of April, 1874 t l~eiggs was unable to secure funds to 
meet the monthly payroll.42 Continued reduction of the construction forces 
was ordered to be done without alarming the people.43 Abstracts from his 
letters aptly described the lamentable conditions. 
!2. ~ 1:. rJines, ~ York, May 12, 1§14. 
I regret that I can say nothing that would tend to encourage 
you to come here ••• the effect of the financial troubles which 
this government has been suf~ering under for the past year & 
more, has been to unsettle all kinds of business and to render 
the future lamentably uncertain for a long time. • • 
(Henry J~ciggs b'J John 0., MP 10, 392). 
!2. ReA. Babbale, :&lenos Ayres, 1& 12, JJrli 
I regret that I oan say nothing likely to encourage you 
to come here. Business is almost paralyzed and among the 
reoul ts of the terrible financial crisis through which 'fe have 
not yet passed, are the complete failures of the mercantile 
houses heretofore considered as the strongest. 
The Railroads, with one exception, are goine on it is true, 
but at a snail's paoe, and many of our best men are idle. 
(Henr,y Heiggs b.y John G., M1' 10, 393). 
~ third letter written toward the end of 1874, was more succinct. It read, 
':Money is tight, work is scarce and goes slow, and many of rrr:r best men are 
lidle waiting for a renewal in 'business. tl44 
4lMcQueen, p. 95. 
42Henry !,(eiggs by Charles Rand to Captain Samuel KissaY:! (Callao), 
~pril 16, 1874 (MP Green, 426). 
43Henry ?fteiggs to S.H. Mqers ~requipe),. April 15, 1874 (11P 10, 344) 
44HenI7 Heiggs by John G. to Jack 1irightman (Albany, New York), 
Dctober 5, 1874 (1-11' II, 242). 
r 
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There was no relief from financial distress. The T)erllvian Congress 
on Hay 28, 1874, authorized the flotation of another loan of S/15,000,000. 
fuyers of the bonds lTere so soarce as to be practioally nonexistent. The 
loan could not be effected. The governnent then issued S/10,000,000 in 
Treasur,y Bonds--a form of paper money--to cover the floating debt, but this 
form of money could not be utilized in making purchases abroad. 45 
On the day after Christmas, revealing some discouragement--a rare 
mood .Ti th Don Enrique-he wrote to his son in Santiago. 
I have never in ~ life been so busy nor have I ever in 
Peru seen such tremendous hard times-- You cannot imaeine the 
difficulties we are laboring under. The absence of the Presi-
dent makes it impossible to do anything, or to calculate lrith 
any certainty for the future. 
I hope that peace will soon be declared and that the 
President will return to his post- lie are suffering too 
much on a/o of his prolonged absence • 
• • • I passed a frightfully triste Pascua ~ad Christmail, 
such as I have no des ire again I need not, nor can I explain 
the oause fully Suffioe it to say that I had not yesterday, 
nor can I have today, a moment of enjoyment 
461 assure you rrr:/ dear son that the world goes hard with 
me. 
President Pardo's extended absence from Lima and the laok of peaoe 
to which jiieiggs made reference '\-rere caused by an attempt, headed by 
~icolas de Pierola, to overthrow the government. Pierola's unsucoessful 
ItTalisman affair, II one of several uprisings occurring in 1873 and 1874, was 
!PUt dOrm by prompt aotion. It embarrassed the administration, muddied the 
~lready cloudy waters of Peruvian po1itios, and occasioned a serious deple-
~ion of the already overstrained resources of the near-barucrupt countr,r.47 
45Stewart, p. 305. 
46nenry Heiges to Manfred Heiges (Santiago), l,ima, December 26, 
~874 (Va11e-Riestra Fnmi1y Papers) as quoted in Stewart, p. 303. 
47stewart, 1'1'. 303-304J Dennis, pp. 84-85. 
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In June, 1875, Peru ldshed to negotiate another loan, but her cre-
dit was gone. Default on the interest charges of the already enOrMOUS fo~ 
eien debt was i~rinent. The metallic exchange was exhausted. It was impos-
sible for Don Enrique to p~ for materials or to meet the p~ro11s. No 
course was left but to suspend building operations on the railroa.ds. This 
was done by order of the government on August 13, 1875.48 
The discontinuanoe of operations and the remote prospeot of an 
early renewal led to the resienation of John G. Heiggs as Don Enrique's 
general superintendent. John G., with his family, left Lima late inDecembe 
His suocessor in the Lina post was Charles Horsfall Uataon, fomer member of 
the firm of 1-lateon and 1,reigB's, merchants at Va1paraiso.49 ;Ti th John G.' a 
withdrawal from Peru, Don l~rique lost, at a time of crisia, one who had 
Peen a most oapab1e ausiness manager and an invaluable oollaborator. 
During 1876 and 1877, 11eiggs used every possible means to obtain 
~oney for the resumption of work on the paralyzed railroads. He had earlier 
(March, 1874) organized a large concern, the Public Horks and Development 
pOMpany, as a possible means of draw'ing money into his hands from private 
~ouroes. In Hay, 1876, he made proposals to the govermnent respecting the 
perro de Pasco mines and the unfinished Oroya Rai1v~. In Don Enrique's 
riew, the financial salvation of himself and of the nation was linked with 
~hc ieve10pncnt of the nines. F..a.rly the next year after extended study of 
~he proposals, the government made arrangements with Don Enrique for working 
perro de Pasco, completing the Oroya P~i1way, and extending it northward to 
~he mines. 50 
48Stewart, p. 306. 
49See MP 11, 730 ff. for the last letters signed by John Q. l!eiggs 
md the first by 1fatson in their respective capacities of general superin-
lIendent of the Heiggs Empresa. 
50stewart, pp. 236, 314-318. also see p1'. 309-327 for Heiggsts 
~ast attempts to avoid financiL'l.l ruin. 
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It was too late. Meiggs was at the end of his resources. Only 
death saved him from com1'lete financial ruin. It occurred shortly after 
midnight on the morning of September 30, 1877. Don Enrique died presumably 
of an overl7orked heart. 5l His death left the Central Railway unfinished. 
Although the entire line to Oroya had been graded, rails had been laid only 
as far as Chicla, eighty-aeven miles from the sea. 
51See Stewart, P1'. 328-346 for Heiggs's death and funeral. 
CRAPI'ER V 
C ONCIDS ION 
Death saved Don Enrique from complete financial ruin. Nothing 
could save Peru. rlhile the exportation of nitrate from southern Peru, used 
as a fertilizer or in making explosives, had been increasing since 1832, the 
industry had gone untaxed from 1840 to 1868. A minor duty in 1868 was fol-
lowed Qy a heavier export tax in 1873. The governMent, faced with la~e, 
persistent budget defioits, in 1875 nationalized the industry. B,yestablish-
ing her control over the exportation of nitrates, Peru hoped to oreate anew 
;revenue produoer and to proteot the threatened guano-sales prooeeds from the 
oompeting nitrates. There was one serious deterrent in this plan, however. 
~ new British- and Chilean-owned nitrate industry was developing inBolivia's 
poastal desert near the Peruvian l-Torks. The oomplications arising from 
!.Peru's attempt to keep the price of the nitrates high with an export tax, 
~nd her attempt to induce Bolivia and the reluctant Chile to accept Peruvian 
pontrol, resulted in diplomatic and military incidents which soon led towa~ 
!Bolivia and Peru fighting against Chile. This was the Har of the Pacifio, 
~ed from 1879 to 1884. Peru and Bolivia were oompletely defeated, losing 
~ll their nitrate lands, and Bolivia her seacoast, to Chile. Already on the 
~rink of baru~ruptcy, Peru, after this unsuocessful war, was completely 
~mpoverished.l 
lLevin, pp. 108-109. See Dennis for a disCussion of the origins 
pf the war as well as the later history of the Tacna-Arica dispute., 
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On Januar,y 11, 1890, the Peruvian government oonoluded an agree-
ment with its foreign bondholders, who then fomed the Peruvian Corporation 
(Maroh ~O), oompletelY extinguishing the foreign debt defaulted b,y Peru in 
Januar,y, 1876. 2 The government turned over ·;'0 the oorporation all 769 miles 
of the state railroads for a period of sixty-six years, later extended 
another seventeen years, and finally granted in perpetuity. The Peruvian 
Corporation also reoeived the exolusive right to export two nil lion tons of 
ano, an annuity of .sO,OOO--later reduoed to ;60,000--for thirty-three 
five hundred thousand heotares of land in the Perene Valley, north-
ea.s.t of Oroya, and the franchise and governMent equipment for steamer opera-
tions on Lake Titioaca. 3 
On November 28, 1890, the Peruvian Corporation notified the gove 
the creation in London of a subsidiar,y oompany, oalled the Central 
ilway of Peru, which took over all obligations connected with the I'ine.4 
e of the oompany's first projeots was to reconstruot the Verrugas bridge. 
is was done b,y January 3, 1891. 5 Next, John L. Thorndike extended the 
ad, reaohing Casapaloa in July, 1892, and Oroya in January, 1893. His job 
as relatively s:l.mple, oonsisting only of laying rails because Meiggs had 
d gangs grading the Oroya section and boring the Galera Tu~~el while track 
2ConOerning the default of the foreign debt see William Clarke, 
em ~ ~ Creditors (London: !mnken & Co., 1877). Clarke was in reru 
rom Maroh through August, 1877, on a mission for the International Com-
ittee of Peruvian Bondholders. His objeotives were four: to protest for 
he holders of the 1870 and 1872 bonds, to determine whether settlement 
rrangements oould be made, to invegtigate the position of Dreyfus, and to 
port upon the resouroes and finanoial oapabilities of Peru. 
3 Mcqueen, pp_ 89-91-
4In 1956 the Peruvian Corporation along with its subsidiar,y oorn-
, the Central Railway of Peru, became a subsidiary of a Canadian oorpo-
tion with headquarters in Toronto. Shares in the company are held b,y 
anadian, Amerioan, and British interests. See Fawcett, pp. 157 and 325_ 
5Long , p. 212. 
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as b~ing laid in the lower regions. The extension of eighty miles south of 
Oroya, follo'\dng the TcTantaro River to Huancayo, was ruil t between 1905 and 
1908. 6 Lacking Don Enrique, the celebration which marked the completion of 
the Central Ranl,ay was undramatic. 7 
The engineering difficulties encountered in this unique railroad 
corresponded to the erade and altitude. 8 The route to Oroya is divided qy 
egree of difficulty into three sections. The first section, from Callao to 
a distance of thirty-three miles, presented comparably few diffi-
lties. The approximately seventy-five miles of the second section,betwcc 
hosica and slightly beyond the summit, presented the most difficulties. In 
his section are located the majority of the sixty-one bridges, sixty-five 
nnels, and nineteen SlTi tchbaclcs. 9 Rails were not laid completely through-
t this section before the ifork 1faS suspended. The third section, to Oroya 
n the eastern side of the cordillera, was leso difficult than the Rimac 
AlthOUGh rails never reached the third section, the summit tunnel 
and the grade prepared. The extension from Oroya to lfuancayo, 
run because of the slope through the intermontane valley basins, 
built after the railroad had been "turned over to the T'eruvian Corporatio 
There are several primarily descriptive accounts of the Central 
10 i1way. Scarcely indicated, however, are the contrasts of the five c1i-
11 between Callao and Huancayo. From the coast, passing through 
6 Fawcett, pp. 204, 214-215, 219. 
7See stelrart, pp. 59-65, for the dramatic celebration of the 
nauguration of the construction of the Central Railway. 
8See the General Plan and Profile of the Central Railway, above" 
• xii. 
9The number is obtained by counting each SId tch of the nine 
cubIcs and the one single. 
10Montgomer,yt s illustrated description,wlth plans showing the 
arious switchbacks, is among the better. 
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Lima and up the fertile valley of the Rimac to the famous health resort at 
Chosica, sugar cane and cotton grow on all sides. There is a striking con-
trast between the fertile, irrigated Rimae valley bottom and the dry,barren 
hills above. This valley, previously three miles in width, compresses to a 
thousand-foot wide canyon. Next is a belt where fruit and flowers grow most 
luxuriantly. At San Bartolome, where verrugas was widespread, bananas, 
apricots, limes, chirimoyas, and other fruits arc ero~~ and loent to the Lima 
market., Flowers-roses, oarnations, jasMine, violets, and mlEmy' others-are 
prevalent ar~ind Suroo, making a great variety of color and 19cent. In the 
braoing, dry climate of 1,~tuoana, paIr:! trees gro'VT among pine andeuoaliptus. 
A third district, centering around San Jfu.teo, is singularly adapted to the 
growth of potatoes, which are grovrn on terraces to oonsidera"ble 0.1 ti tude 
above the valley floor. In the next region, at an altitude '~here nothing 
but grass grows, the snow line is reached. Mining is prominlmt in this 
district around Chicla, Casapalca, and beyond the summit to Oroya. South of 
Oroya along the Mantaro River, the valleys of the Department of' Junin yield 
grains and cereals. The Mantaro River is surrounded by high;, rolling pampas 
oovered with rich grasses for the raising of cattle and sheep. Huancayo:, 
the present terminus of the Central Railway, is in the cente I- of' a wide, 
pleasant, densely populated valley. 
The faots involved in building the Central Railway tend to obscure 
the achievement of its operation. 12 As part of a modernizat'on program 
financed by eighteen million dollars in loans from the 1Iorld Ilank and the 
r;xport-Import Bank, the Central Railway recently has changed from steam to 
diesel electric looomotives. l ) In 1964 fifteen Aloo diesels were obtained, 
~welve 2400 and three 1200 horse power. One of the more powerful types was 
~lmost totally destroyed when it derailed and fell into a chasm in July, 19~ 
with the loss of five men. Three more of the 2400 horse power looomotives 
12 See Fawoett f'or the present ~ operation of the Central Railway 
given throughout his work. 
l3Information about the modernization program was learned during 
lIhe author's stay in Peru and through oorrespondence with lifr. Hl3\Y'dn Jenkins, 
AAA in"'" .... ITI ...... .p.p", l./r. '" .:l,,"" In. _.. " .... , ... , 
I 
I 
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~ave since been acquired. The advantages of the dieoels are speed, tonnage 
papacity, and ~amic braking. Since train size is limited b,y the length of 
~he switchbacks, some are beine lengthened. ~Ihen this is completed, double-
~eading, the use of two locomotives, will be possible, resulting inincreased 
~rain lengths and tonnage capacity. There is increased mineral traffic even 
~hough the recently completed surfacing of the Central TIighw~14 has forced 
~ reduction in long distance passenger service to one train per day in each 
~irection. The increase is due to the advantages of the diesel locomotives 
~nd to the ever-expanding mining industry. ~a th dieselization tliO round 
~rips per day simultaneously from Callao and Oroya to Chinchan are possible. 
Though some claimed that the Central Railway might have been betteI 
~lanned and perhaps more cheaply built, it constituted an important addition 
~o many aspects of Peruvian life. It provided transportation hitherto lack-
~ng for Peruvian political and economic organization. Ifhere profitable 
~evelopment of sugar, cotton, and mineral products could take place, it 
~acilitated their ~ransport to the sea and to the world markets beyond and 
ponsequently formed the basis of the revival of these industries--all of 
~hich are expanding tOday.15 
It brought many previously isolated regions into relatively close 
pohtact with a larger world for the first time. Although it did not wake 
~he mountain Indian from his centuries of lethargy, as some of the planne~ 
~ad hoped, it did contriaute much to his acculturation. 16 
14The Central Highway, paralleling the railroad at a lower level, 
"as opened to traffic in 1935. 
l5Levin , p. l23J Thomas R. Ford, ~mn and Land in Peru (Gainesville 
trniversity of Florida Press, 1962), p. 137.- - - --
l6For recent studies of the Peruvian Indian see Richard N. Adams, 
~ Comrnuni ty in .lli.. Andes, Problems ~ Progress .!!!. Muquiyau;y:o (Seattle I 
~niversi ty of \{ashington, 1959) and his "Freedom and Reform in Rural Latin 
~erica, II ed. Fredrick B. Pike (Uotre Dame I Universi ty of Notre Dame, 1959~ 
p1'. 203-230, and Allan R. Holmberg, "Changing Community Attitudes and Values 
n Peru.: A Case Study in Guided Change, It Social Change in Latin .'U:lerica To-
~! ~ Implications ~ United States Policy, ed. Rich~d N. Adams ~ .~ 
,New York: Harper &, Brothers, 1960), 1'1'. 63-107. 
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The ver,y high Andean railroads were not built for sightseers. 
They were built to transport goods, not necessarily people, over the rugged 
cordilleras. Of these, the highest, the grandest, the most speotaoular, and 
at its summit level, the busiest, is the Central Railw~ of 1~ru.11 
l1Fawcett, p. 229. 
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